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Indian outhorlty to lecture
on cloims, peyote use

Pushcart publication
boosts prestige
of Ahsahta
Press
•
,
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Boise State
pniversity's
Ahsahta Press got a big prestige
boost this week when, the
Pushcart Press of Yonkers, New
York announced that an Ahsahta poem would be included in
their 1977 volume Best of the
SmaIl Presses.
The poem by Dakota writer
Mamie Walsh is about life on an
Indian reservation. Titled "Vicki Loans-Arrow, Fort Yates, No.
Dakota, 1970," was published
earlier this fall by Ahsahta. It
was contained in a book of
Walsh's poetry called A Taste of
the Knife.
The Pushcart Press annually
conducts a nationwide contest to
find top literature published in
small and university-sponsored
presses
like Ahsahta.
The
top-rated entries are printed in
the Best of the SmaIl Presses
book.
Walsh's poem is one of only
40 pieces that will be printed out
of the 3,000 entries submitted to
Pushcart.
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The book will come out in
cloth version this spring and
Avon paperback -in the fall.
The Ahsahta Press is operated by professors in the BSU
English Department and pub. lishes books of poetry written by
lesser known Western authors.

Dr. Omar Stewart wiJI be in
Boise on February 15 to conduct
a symposium on the Boise State
campus, Dr. Stewart is a world
authority on American Indians
as well as other anthropological
areas and will be appearing as
the guest of the university's
anthropology club.
Stewart is professor ~f anthropology at the University of
Colorado and a former director
of the Study Abroad Program in
Bordeaux, France. He served in
that capacity from 1967-69 and
was a visiting professor from

1-968-69 at the French university.
He -has done considerable
research on American Indians
and since 1950 has served as an
expert witness in claims cases
for tribes around the Great
Lakes and in the Western
States. He has done research on
Indian use of Peyote for
religious purposes for more than
30 years, and he has testified in
recent years for Indians in cases
involving the religious freedom
of the Native American Church
which makes use of Peyote.
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Resident Advisor positions open
The Office of Student Residential Life is accepting applications for .the Resident Advisor
Program. All applicants must
have a cumulative GPA of 2.0 or
above and must be upperclassmen.
The Resident Advisors in
each hall are responsible for the
development of an effective hall
unit. RA' s are responsible for
advising students, identifying

individuals
who may need
special help with personal.
problems or study skills, referring students to various campus
services, and assisting new
students in their orientation to
the campus. The staff also is
responsible for implementing
University policies and procedures within the residence halls.
If you are interested in the
program,
like people, hard
0

work, and enjoy helping others,
please come to the Office of
Student Residential Life, Room
110, Administration
Building
and pick up an application.
Deadline is March 1, 1977.
The Office of Student Residential Life is an equal opportunity employer and does not
.discriminate on the basis of
race, color, religion, national
origin, sex or age.
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Before coming to CU, Stewart
was engaged in travel through'out Egypt and the Middle East
for a business concern. He, has
taught at the Universities of
California, Nevada, Oregon,
Utah, Arizona and Colorado.
Stewart
is the author
of
numerous publications, including seven articles on American
Indians in the Encyclopedia
Americana. The University of
Colorado Press recently has
published a monograph he
wrote on the "Ethno-Historical
Bibliography of the Ute Indians
of Colorado."
The symposium will begin
with an informal coffee hour at
the SUB's Nez Perce Room
beginning
at 3:30 in the.
afternoon and lasting until 5:00.
Invited to this will be all club
members, interested students,
selected faculty and guests.
This will be followed by a
formal lecture at 7:30 pm in the
SUB Ballroom where Dr. Stewart will speak on "Peyotism in
Native America." At the afternoon coffee hour Stewart will be
discussing "Indians'
Claims
Cases in the Courts."
The following day Dr. Stewart
will be guest lecturing in
different anthropology classes
around the campus to conclude
his visit to the school.
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Special •• Idaho State Police have reported a lethal substance called
"Lance" is possibly being sold in the Mountain area and the Pacific
Northwest as cocaine and heroine. The substance is a talcum-like
powdered tear gas and causes instant death if tasted or massive
brain damage if smelled.
Police have the following information on "Lance":

0

0

1. Always comes in air-tight packages [i.e. hermetically sealed
plastic bags,· silver foil, and "paggies"
wrapped tightly and
completely in Scotch tape.
..
2. Tasting and/or sniffing may cause fatalities.
_
3. Presence iOnImmediate vicinity upon opening may cause brain
damage..
..
_
4. Contact with skin may cause burning sensation. Diluting or
washing with water may result in effects described in 2 or 3 above.
5. Advised that such packages not be opened but submitted to
(police) laboratory for anao'ysi·s...
6. Reference made to possible incident ~nvolving Lance on file with
Temple, Texas PO. Girl In Temple purchased what she believed to
be cocaine. Upon sniffing, she was admitted to hospital mentally
impaired.
.
.._
7. Above substance sent to state department of public safety lab in
Waco, Tx. for analysis. Results not tn at present.
8. Temple, Tx. PO received a report on Lance from Department of
Interior iOnColorado indicatiOng i"ts presence there. Other states
reporting are Oregon andWashi"ngto~.
9. Appears to be directed at killing or impairing one of two types of
people--.
A. Drug Users -- sold generally as cocaine; occaslenally as herein.
B.' Law enforcement officers -- left in plaln view ~ If officer
attempts to smell of taste, it may cause death or brafn damage.
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campus -news
R·esidential Life

Health Center offers services

announces vacancy
This is to announce a vacancy
which will be occurring
for
1977-78 within the Office of
Student Residential Life Mr the
position of Student Assistant to
the Director. This is a part-time
job involving approximately
20
hours per week for $300 per
month for ten months.
The
Student Assistant to the Director of Student Residential
Life
should be a student of upperclass
standing
who has
a
minimum 2.00 GPA.
The job involves working with
students in the residence halls
and in married
student
and
family
housing.
It includes
assisting with the develpoment
and implementation
of pro-

grams and activities for these
students,
the
advising
and
training
of residence
hall
officers and staff, and serving as
a resource person for students
with questions and problems. It
requires the ability to work with
people both as individuals and
as groups and the capacity to be
a leader .with one's peers. The ,
Student
Assistant
often
is
expected
to attend
evening
meetings, but the schedule of
work hours is generally left up
to the student.
Applicants
should apply at
the Office of Student Residential
Life in Room
110 of the
Administration
Building.
The
deadline is March I, 1977. _

Communication dept.
to present show
Dawn Craner,
of BSU's
Communication
Department,
has
announced
two special
presentations
of a readers'
theatre titled "Education
Is A
Riot. "
The production, which will run
February 15 and 16 at 8:15 p.m.
in the Special Events Center, is
a satirical review of education.
Literature featured in the drama
will include works by James
Thurber, Dorothy Parker, Og-

den Nash, Neil Simon, Al Capp,
Charles Schultz, Richard Armour, and WiIIiam Saroyan.
BSU students participating are
Pat Ammann,
Sue Carpenter,
Leslie Fowler, Kathy Henderson,
Royanne
Klein,
Russ
Lowder, Cynthia Meier,
Rob
Perez,
Kathy
Price,
Penny
Rivers, Christy Roberts,
and
Tom Stevens.
There will be no admission
charge.

...........-

THE
QUESTIONS COLLEGE STUDENTS

ASK THE MOST
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST has been working on
hundreds of campuses for 25 years. We've assembled answers to
10 of the questions
most commonly asked by students when
confronted' with the claims of Christ.
.
The answer to one of the questions today is brief. If you desire
to know more, a CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST member
would be happy to meet ,with you [336-1951] or come to our
meetings every Thrus, nite 7:00 Senate Chambers.

2.
HOW CAN A LOVING GOD ALLOW WAR AND SUFFERING?
~
God loved man so much that He gave him freedom to choose his
way for himself. This involved the possibility of man saying'yes' or
'no' to God, and man said 'no.' The Bible teaches that evil
orginated from outside this world and entered the human race
through Adam, whose disobedience in turn affected all of creation.
In the Bible, moral and physical calamity are tied together. God
could have begun allover when Adam failed to trust Him, but He 4
has allowed evil to run its course in order that man would 4.
voluntarily choose Him and to prove that true righteousness is not ~~
possible without God.
~
Evil is resticted in the world by God and, while He does not
cause
evil, He causes
all things
to work together
for
good-sometimes
for correction, and sometimes to teach us and
sometimes to demonstrate His power and glory. The climax of this
great anatagonism
is that evil shall not rule in the universe
forever, but shall be overcome by God's power."

to full-time students
Directly across from the
Campus Elementary
School is
what is known as the Student
Health Service, which is available to all full time students
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
daily Monday through Friday,
when school is in session.
The
program is financed by a fee
which is automatically paid for
as part of the registration cost.
Similar to that of a private
office
practice,
the
Health
Center
can handle
approximately 900/0 of the student's
health problems.
Some of the
services
are:
all laboratory
tests; immunization
shots; allergy injections;
venereal dis-

ease diagnosis and treatment
and contraception
examination,
prescription and counseling.
In
addition,
the Health
Center
does minor surgery and provides some orthopedic care for
sprains and contusions.
Emergency care for suturing wounds
is also provided for.
The Student Health service is
staffed by two physicians and
four registered
nurses.
They
believe in "not only caring for
the acutely ill, but also in
emphasizing
a continuing program of health education and in
stressing
preventative
medicine."
Their policy is:
"No
problem is too small; of it's

important
to tWe student,
it's
also important to us."
In addition to the Student
Health Services, all registered
full-time students
paying fulltime fees at BSU automatically
included
in medical
expense
insurance.
This insurance is a
separate
program
from
the
Student Health Service, and is
designed to halp defray. medical
and
hospital
expenses
not
rendered by the Student Health
Service.
Questions concerning
the health insurance
program
can be answered by contacting
Mr. Bowers, Monday through
Friday between 1:30 p.m. and
3:30
p.m.
at the
Student
Services Office in the SUB.

Deadline nears fo-r music

scholarships, trust funds
The deadline for applying for
numerous
music scholarships
offered by the Idaho. Federation
for
Music
Clubs
is fast
approaching.
Applications may
be picked up and returned for
signing at the Music Office in
the Boise
State
University
Department
of Music.

awarding $500 scholarships
to
each 4-year Idaho university and
$250 to each 2-year school.'
Winners will be chosen from
college freshmen,
sophomore,
junior,
senior
and graduate
music majors. Each scholarship
is matched by the school he is
attending.
Winners will' be chosen. at
auditions to be held March 26
and 27 at Boise State University.
Applicants may enter more than
one classification, but must pay
the entry fee for each. Entrants.
must provide their own accompanists
and music
for the
judges.
All music must be
memorized.

According to LaRue Cheney,
Idaho
Federation
of Music
Clubs public relations chairman,
Rupert, the Federation will be

Boise State
Shotokan
Karate Club

r~

Practices Monday,
Wednesday
& Thursday,
7pm in BSU Gym

l>

.every week.
Interested persons
welcome!
'y

While tapes are accepted,
they will be judged separately.
And according to the application
blanks, tapes are due by March
1,1977. Tapes should be sent to
the state scholarship chairman,
Mrs. Mark McCarroll, Box 609,
Payette, 83661.
The top award is $1,000, a
trust-fund scholarship,
Eligible
are college music majors whose
home addresses
are in Idaho
and who have attended an Idaho
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high school for three years.
Auditions
for this top award
must 'be in person.
In addition to the trust fund
award, $300 is awarded
the
top-rated winner in each classification:
piano, organ,
voice,
violin, viola, cello, contrabass,
orchestral
winds and percussion.
.
Auditions for summer' music
camps and for dance scholarships will also be held March 26
and 27 at BSU. Age limits for
summer camps are usually 12
through 18. Dance auditions will
be conducted as workshops, and
details can be obtained from the
state dance chairman: Patricia
Harris,
1225 McKinney
St.,
Boise, 83704. All applications
are due by March 1.
Persons needing applications
or further information
should
contact their high school music
department,
local federated
music club officials, the BSU
Music Department, or the state
chairman mentioned above.
Funding for IFMC scholarships is with the support of the
Idaho Arts Commission and the
National Endowment Fund.

LECLERC LOOMS-CUM YARNS
BEKA LOOMS - IMPORTED &
_ DOMESTIC YARNS - WEAVING
& SPINNING SUPPLIES - LESSONS & WORKSHOPS - INKLE
LOOMS - BOOI\S

"Idaho's
weaving

only complete
hand
and spinning supply"

.1

'I
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Summer job prospect
look promising
college student summer emSummer job analyses indicate
ployees in varied capacities such'
that !hejJl"(~sp.ectsfor college
as counselors, swimming instudent employment for the
structors, music directors, and
summer of 1977 look promising.
general
activities
such as
National parks throughout the
maintenance,
cooking, etc.
nation will once again staff their)
Students with <special talents in
facilities with ~llege' stud~nt
summertime heip." Opportun- ' , 'the area of entertainment' of
horse handling abilities" should
ities appear to be expending
investigate these opportunities. '
into many support accommodaOnce again it is emphasized
'tions arid' facilities surrounding
that students desiring summer
the, park areas. State parks also
employment in' the various
indicate', a high' demand for
recreational areas throughout
tt;mporary summer employment
the nation should apply early.
by college students.
Some
Students interested in obtaining
nationalparks will hire as many
additonal detailed information
'as 3,000 college students for the
may request a free brochure 'by
summer period.
'
sending a self-addressed stamp"
. Several
hundred
private
ed envelope to Opportunity
camps throughout the nation
Research, Dept. SJO, Lock Box
will once again be seeking
4000, Kalispell, MT 59901.

Coffee prices in
snack bar to rise
As of Monday, February 14,
the price of coffee in the BSU
snack bar will rise from $.15 to
$.20 a cup.
According to Sam Marotto,
Food Service Director,
the
increase is a direct result of the
steady rise in the cost of ground

coffee. In the past it was
thought that the price would
level off, but recent projections
suggest that the cost will
continue to rise.
Still, if prices should come
down, Marotto stated that
••... we'll lower the prices
again." f

ArJejsts' exhibition
opens at gallery

v)

The 41st annual Exhibition for
Artists of Idaho opened Sunday,
February 6, at the Boise Gallery
of Art. The exhibition is a juried
show of paintings, sculpture,
prints, drawings' and photo-.
graphy.
'
The juror for the show was
Mr. George Neubert, curator of
art at the Oakland-Art Museum.
He selected 83 artists with 92
works of art from a field of 183
artist entries with 308 works of
art entered.
Every style, medium and
philosophy is represented from
all parts of the state. Artists
participating are from Boise,
Buhl, Pocatello, Genessee, Idaho Falls, Caldwell, Eagle, Twin
Falls, Star, Sandpoint, Ketchum, Mountain Home, New

Meadows" Sun Valley and
Moscow. The juror selected a
wide range of styles and
expressions which reflect a
variety of expertise and skills
(from the naive to the skilled
professional) .
Five cash awards and thirteen
"judge's
merit awards were
designated by the juror. They
represent the highest technical
skills and competence in their
specific media, in addition to
demonstrating innovation and
personal expression.
The exhibition
continues
through March 9, 1977. Gallery
hours are: Tuesday-Friday, 10
am t05 pm -- Saturday-Sunday,
12 to 5 pm, The Gallery is closed
on Mondays.

Bosic economics course now
available for Idaho teachers
.

'

A program
that teaches
teachers to teach basic economics better in Idaho public school
classrooms is now underway at
Boise State University, says the
program's just-hired director,
Dr. Gerald Draayer. Idaho state
universities will also take key
roles in the effort, he adds.
He says the new program,
centered at BSU through Draayer's Center
for Economic
Education, will try to answer the
concerns of many parent groups
and Idaho industry leaders over
the adequacy of knowledge
about "simple economics", being given Idaho youths at
school.
Dr. Draayer will be charged
with the development of ••a
systematic program of instruction in economic education"
working with elementary and
secondary school teachers in
Idaho.
To do that, he'll hold a series
of conferences between educators and Idaho business leaders
to gauge the needs for program
improvements.
He'll develop
materials for school districts
about economic education and
organize university assistance to
districts, using economics and
education experts from all three
Idaho universities.
I,
Each university will take
responsibility for assisting the
grade and high schools in their
region in improvement
of
economic teaching methods.
Drayer says, "Economic decisions that Idahonians make in
their daily lives should be based
on a good fundamental understanding of economic terms of
economic system relationship in
. the world and country."
His BSU-centered program
reflects that hope, by linking, as
consultants
for the school
districts who will work with the
program, the state universities'
schools of Business and Education.
Once underway, the Center
will schedule a series of teacher
economic education "institutes" throughout the state.
, It will promote conferences
between' Idaho school teachers

For Pr.sId.nt

and Idaho business and industry
leaders, hosted by the Center.
It will use university business
and education
faculties
to
develop
special
classroom
teaching aids that ~a~ Idaho's
economy more understandable
to students.
At BSU, a laboratory for
practical experiments on classroom use of those materials will
be set up, along with a systemof
regular research opportunities
for teachers and university
students interested in economics education.
As a twin drive of Boise State
and Idaho industry leaders, the
Center was set up here under a
statewide "steering"
agency,
the Idaho Council on Economic
Education. President of the
Council is Dr. V. Dale Blickenstaff.
It is funded, by approval of

the State Board of Higher
Education, with contributions
from government, business and
labor organizations as a nonprofit, non-partisan
organization, says Dr. Draayer.
Idaho's new operation is
affiliated,
formally, with a
national organization doing the
same work in other states, says
Dr. Draayer. The national office
title is the Joint, Council on
Economic Education, an alliance
of three institutions concerned
with economic education -business, labor and government.
Dr. Draayer came to Boise
from Ohio University, Athens,
Ohio. He had been a department chairman and associate
professor
in that school's
Department of Economic Educaion.

Send her the
FTD
LoveBundle
Bouquet for
Valentine's
Weekend.
,

'TM

Reach out and
touch her with this
FTD Lovebundle"
~~)d"0!I.
Bouquet. Your
FTD Florist can
send one almost
anywhere by wire, the
FTD way. Order early. (Most FTD
Florists accept major credit cards.)
.~
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Usually available
for less than
,

$15' 00*
'

* As an independent businessman, each
FTD Member Florist sets his own prices.

i~ ~~

~

Say FTD ... and be sure.
© 1977 Florists' Transworld Delivery

Your Key To
Detter·

fot Vic. P,.sid"nt

.1

A GUARENTEED

FIT

*LOWA MOUNTAIN BOOTS
DANNER TRAil SHOES
*SMOKE JUMPERS
Our years of
outdoor experience
all over North America
assure you that you will never
be over-booted or misfitted.

BOOTWORKS

344-3821
515 MAIN

Student
WILL ROY

Government

JOE THOM

Knowledge •••we have the balQ~ced capabilities
for effective student govt.
Expand services to ALL students
Your vote could unlock student govt.
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from capital hill
House rescinds ERA 44-26
by Barb Bridwell
The Idaho House of Representatives angered some, but
surprised few as they voted last
week 44 to 26 to rescind their
earlier ratification of the Equal
Rights' Amendment. The House
spent only twenty minutes in
debate, before voting with three
of the House's eight women
voting to rescind.
The rescission question must
now go to the Idaho Senate for
their vote. Lt. Gov. Bill Murphy
is expected to rule that a
two-thirds majority is needed
there to rescind.
According to Don Todd, of the
Attorney' Generals office, the
legislature has. the power to
rescind,
but it is up to
General Wayne Kidwell issued
an opinion saying that the
legislature has the power to
rescind but it is up to the
national Congress to accept the
rescission." There have been
questions raised as to the
legality of the rescission attempt.
38 states must ratify the ERA
before it will become law. So far
35 states have. done so.
The gallery of the House was
full with spectators,
most
sporting Stop ERA buttons, but
debate was only interrupted
once by applause. That came
when Rep. Wendy Ungricht
(R-Boise) stated that, as a
woman, she "doesn't think the
ERA is needed."
,lace)
Rep. Peggy Bunting (R-Boise)
staunchly supported the ERA,

saying that the legislature has
spent about '$59,000 debating
the issue. Bunting called for a
state wide advisory vote on the
ERA.
Bunting also said that she had
been threatened with losing
reelection for supporting the
ERA. "The lady will not be
pressured today," she stated.
Ungricht countered Bunting's
points saying "I have yet to find
one Idaho law that
has
discriminated against women."
If there is such a law, she
continued,
Idaho, not the
federal government,
should
solve the problem.
The rescission bill's sponsor,
Rep. Rusty Barlow (R-Pocatello)
said that the legislature should
be able to rescind the ERA if it
wanted to, this in response to
Rep. Robert Hosack's (D-Moscow) statement that Congress
would not recognize the rescission.
Barlow stated "Every year
the legislature comes to change
its mind on action taken by the
previous legislature."
The three women who voted
for the rescission were Rep.
Elaine Kearnes (R-Idaho Falls),
Ungricht and Dorothy Reynolds
(R-Caldwell). The five women
who voted against the rescission
were Virginia Smith (R-Caldwell), Kitty Gurnsey (R-Boise),
Patricia McDermott (D-Pocatello), Dorothy McCann (D-Waland Bunting.
The full roll call included 44
for: Antone; Barlow; Bateman;
~

Just a few of the specials
KBSU has to offer:
Album Rock:Sundays from 6
to 7 p.m, with Gary McCabe.
Hear the latest in all types of
music.
Blues:with host Jeff Fereday,
Sunday, from 7 to 9 p.m.
Radio Drama:this week the
featured radio play is Flash
Gordon, produced in cooperation with the Theatre Arts.
Department.

CIasslcal:Tuesdays and Thursdays with Mike and Chris.
Hear the best in classical that no
other station in Boise offers.
Jazz:spend an evening of jazz
with Freddie from 10 to 1 a.m,
News:to keep you informed
on what's happening at Boise
State and in the city, plus plenty
of interesting features.
KBSU-FM, 90.1.. ... try us and
see if you don't agree .... .it's
nice to have an alternative.

....... ...

HCN suggests you buy a

pAPER TOOL KIT
One of th~ best tool kits to educate oneself,
environmentally, is a subscription to High
Country News..
This paper is one of the best educational
tool kits being written in the Rocky Mountain
West, has been for over six years.
Enclosed is $10. for 25 issues of HCN, the

paper educat-ional tool kit.

Or, send a tool kit to' my friend:
Name
Address
- City
·

~
State

Send to: HCN, Box K, Lander, Wyo., 82520

.
.
Zip

.

Brackett; Brooks; Chatburn;
Danielson; Dean; Geddes; Golder; Hale; Hollifield; Infanger;
Ingram; Johnson; Jones; Kearnes; Kendell; Kennevick; Knigge; 'Lewis; Little; Miner;
Mungur; Neibaur; Olmstead;
Reardon; Sessions; Stephenson;
Stivers; Tibbitts;
Ungricht;
Walker; Wesche; Winchester;
Worthen; Young; Larsen; Braun; Hammond; Miller; Reynolds; Westerburg and Maynard.
26 against included: Boyd;
Bunting; Fitz; Gurnsey; Gwartney; Harris; Jackson; Kelly;
Kraus; Smith; Oemm; Davidson; Harlow; Hedlund; Hosack;
McCann; McDermott;
Reid;
Sallaz; Snyder; Spurgeon; Wagner; Leese; Ries; Scanlin and.
Lechelt.

" A "typical" spectator at the recent right to work publlcbearlng;
shows where his alliances De; mom, home, apple pie and· unIonless
Idaho.
Photo by Marty Most

State Board votes to wait on
multi-purpose pavilion question
by Barb Bridwell
The State Board of Education,
meeting at Boise State last
week, requested
preliminary
sketches of the proposed multipurpose pavilion, before they
would make any decision on its
fate.
The official report of the
special pavilion committee, 'outlining the need for the pavilion,
~s presented to the regents.
ASB Vice-president
Mike
Hoffman, in a presentation to
the board, said the study was .
undertaken last year after the
board inferred they would levy a '
$50-$100 across the board fee
increase per semester. He said,
"If in fact, the board is not
going to levy an across the
board fee increase or if the fee
increase to build the pavilion
would be in addition to the
across the board fee increase,
then the committee would stand
opposed (to the pavilion) at the
present time."
The committee reported that
the pavilion would cost approximately $11 million, with $10
million being raised through
student fees and the rest from
donations.
Board member Janet Hay of
Nampa; told the pavilion committee that they were "preaching to the converted. We know
how badly you need this
facility." But, she added, "We
must know more about the
funding; design and location."
BSU President
Dr. John
Barnes told the regents that the
pavilion was a big project, with
many ramifications. "It's something I feel we should take a few
months to think about, " he said.
Barnes said BSU would come
back to the board with preliminary sketches of the pavilion's
design. Further. recommendations would be made in a few
months.
Dr. Asa Ruyle, Vice-president

of Financial Affairs at Boise
State, said that BSU officials
would meet with members of
the Greater Boise Auditorium
Board to discuss the ramifications of the pavilion on Boise's
plans for a city auditorium.
Ruyle is a member of the
auditorium board.
Board member Hay also
voiced concern about the long
range space problems on the
Boise State campus.
"We
should look at the problems of
building the pavilion on campus
and whether such a facility, if its
to be a part of the city, should be
built on or near the campus,"
she said.
Although several months ago
Hay said she wouldn't support
the concept of a pavilion, or as
she termed
it, a "sports
palace," she said that now she
is a "born again sports fan."
In other state board business,
it was disclosed that Boise State
will have a presidents home.
William and Gladys Langroise
donated their 18 room home on
Warm Springs to be the future
home of Boise State University
presidents. Both the University
of Idaho and Idaho State
University have homes for their
presidents.
Residency will be
deferred during. the lifetime of
the Langroises.
The home, built in 1928, is on
the state historical buildings list
and has been nominated for a
place on the National Register of
Historic Places. Value of the
mansion will not be made public
until an appraiser finishes an
evaluation. The home will be
maintained by Boise State as
soon as the school takes
possession. There are no cost
estimates
available for the
.upkeep at this time.
The state board approved a
request from Boise State to
appoint an architectural consultant to study the feadibility of a

new on-campus apartment complex to be located adjacent to
the Towers. The apartments will
be stored efficiency units for
both single and married students.
Boise State will report back to
the regents in several months o~
the feasibility
of a parity
revenue bond and would possibly seek permission to appoint
an architect to develop preliminary plans. The school will also
study the feasibility of purchasing existing nearby apartment
complexes.
The board approved a request
from Boise State which will raise
dormitory and student housing
rates approximately $65 per
semester, depending on the
plan the student
chooses.
Barnes said the change was
needed because of the increased
operating overhead, utilities
and food costs ..
The ten per cent snack bar
price increase was also approved. This is the first such
increase since 1975.
The state board denied the
residency classification request
of Michael McBride. Hay said
that until such time as McBride
can support his claim that he is a
resident of Idaho, he would be
considered a non-resident for
school purposes.
The board passed the recommended salary increases for
certain Boise State faculty,
although board member Hay
questioned Barnes about some
of the salary increases.
"Some of these instructors
will now make more than their
counterparts at the other state
institutions," Hay said.
Barnes answered by saying
that these faculty "do additional
work beyond what is regularly
scheduled. We enjoy having
high quality faculty that work
beyind their normal contract
hours," Barnes stated.
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Spain legalizes Basque flag
by Jim Crawford
Foreign Correspondent

people, it became apparent
what an emotional occasion it
was. People who had never seen
the flag flown in public were
standing with their families,
tears in their eyes. The cry of
"Gora Euskadi Askutata" (Long
live the free Basqueland) rose
from the throats of many of the
young. The town dancers,
dressed in the red, green and
white colors of the flag, danced
the previously prohibited flag
dance to music provided by
chistularis.

On January 18, 1977, Spanish
Interior Minister Rodolfo Martin
Villa met with the mayors of 30
Basque towns to hear their
requests for regional autonomy,
legalization of the Basque flag
"Ikurrina", and an amnesty for
171 political prisoners, mostly
Basque, held in Spanish jails.
The mayors had been prevented from gathering together
previously in Echarri-Aranaz to
talk about the grievances at the
order of the Interior Minister.

Though it was a, historic
occasion for all the Basque
country, much sadness accompanied the event. For the
legalization, many people have
suffered torture and death in
support of the cause. Many
more are still imprisoned or·
exiled for fighting for human
rights stripped from them by the
Franco regime.
The next step in the gradual

On January 19, a proclamation was handed down legalizing
the "Ikurrina,"
outlawed for
more than forty years. At 7:00
pm in town plazas across the
Basque provinces, ceremonies
raising the flag to rest with the
provincial flag and the Spanish
national flag were held.
As the Onate plaza filled with

Members of Kappa Rho chapter of Kappa Sigma Fraternity are as
fonows: Front row-Pete Peterson, Cary Cada; second row--Rob
Romans, Jay Carstens, Steve Souders; third row-Ed Boyer, Chris
Hayne, Tom Kopper, D. Solterbeck, Kent HarnUton, John Keenan;
fourth row--Pat Kendall, Chris Morgan, Craig Schonhardt, Brent
Peterson; back row-·PhU Jones, Rob Elwood, Brian Anderson, D.

T~.
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Kappa Sigma initiates
"nine new members
The Kappa Rho chapter of
Kappa Sigma Fraternity initiated nine new members into their
organization recently and elected new officers for the Spring
semester.
Kappa Sigma is
currently holding their Spring
Rush for new pledges. All
interested people are encouraged to contact the fraternity at
110 Main Street, telephone
342-9618.
Kappa Sigma was founded
December 10, 1869 at the
University of Virginia at Charlottesville and since its founding
has increased its membership to
115,000 alumni and 10,000

undergraduates .. As a social
fraternity, Kappa Sigma participates in exchanges with sororities such as dances, parties and
general Greek social functions,
such as Greek Week. Kappa
Sigs also enjoy intramural
sports; Kappa Rho chapter also
hosts an annual golf tournament.
The brothers at Kappa Rho
chapter encourage any man who
is interested in brotherhood and
lifetime .friendships, scholastic
acheivement and participation
in student government to stop
by the fraternity house or talk to
any Kappa Sig.

Glamour magazine sponsors top
ten college women competition
Glamour Magazine is spon. soring a contest to select ten
outstanding young women from
college campuses across. the
United States. Any undergraduate woman, enrolled in an
accredited college or university,
is eligible to enter. They will be
selected on the basis of their
solid records of achievement in
academic studies and/or in
extracurricular
activities on
campus or in the community.
A group of semifinalists will
be selected. From these women
the top ten college women will
be chosen. Contest prizes will
be national recognition for the
ten winners and their colleges in
the A-ugust College Issue of
Glamour and in newspapers
throughout the country, an
all-expense paid trip to New
York and a cash prizeof $500. A
selected
number
df/young
women will receive honorable
mentions. They will receive a
gift from Glamour as well. as
recognition
in the August

College Issue. For all winners
and honorable mentions there
will be the opportunity to be
campus contacts for Glamour .
throughout the next year.
An application
must be
approved and signed by the
appropriate members of the
school's faculty and administration (faculty advisor,
the)
Director of Public Relations or
Dean of Student Activities and
the Dean of Women or Dean of
Students).
Each candidate
should write a 500-700 word
essay describing
the most
meaningful
and stimulating
achievements of your college

He gave a presentation on, the
various committees and programs which the Chamber is
involved in.
He said the
committees range from the
areas of Urban development,
Business and industry to the
fairyland parade and visitor
convention bureau.
He said the Chamber is eager
to work with young business

s •
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Deadline for
.. Student Teaching .
Applications
.=

I

people and encouraged the
members of Alpha Kappa Psi to

career. Relate these eX=er.fe es
to what you hope to achiev s
your life goal. Two ph graphs
must be included, a full-length
shot and a head shot. They must
be no smaller than 3 inches by 5
inches and no larger than 8
inches by 10 inches Black and
.white or color photos are
acceptible. Enclose a schedule
of college events including dates
of Spring vacation, exam days
and graduation .. All material
must reach Glamour Magazine
by February 15, 1977.
For further information and
entry forms, contact Christa
Bax, Programs Board office,
2nd floor in the SUB.

~ '1""'" 1111111111111""'/1II/I"""""""""""'"""11/""""""""/1"""""""

Chamber of Commerce head
to steak at Alpha Kappa Psi
John Greiner, programs
coordinator with the Boise
Chamber of Commerce, was
guest speaker at a professional
meeting of Alpha Kappa Psi
business fraternity, January 27.

re-recognition .of the Basque
civilization and culture would
seem to be an amnesty for the
political prisoners. The time of
amnesty
presently
is only
speculation. Some people beleive within six months. Nevertheless, the amnesty would
probably not include those
involved in deaths of government figures.
The legalization of the "Ikurina" is the latest in a. series of
events of the post-Franco
government to settle its internal
problems. The intent stems
from the necessity of the
Spanish government to appear
.:)stable to the outside world. This
fact would lead to Spain being
accepted into the European
Common Market.
As one writer for a pro-.
Spanish newspaper put itt "We
don't have to like the government's decision to legalize the
Basque flag, .but we have to
accept it."

MARCH 1, 1977=

choose an area of interest and
go to work on a comrfi1ttee.

I~
j

I

-

This deadline is applicable to Secondary. f,J
student teachers who are planning
to do their stUdent teaching during _
Block I & II, Fall Semester, 1977;
and Elementary student teachers
Fall/Spring academic year 1977 /78. -

=

=
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Get a [ob stay away from c
II!lZIIllllI

by Campus Digest News Serrlce

training that will take the
average person two years or'
even less to complete, and will
cost him from less than 5300 and
no more than around 53,SOO.
That latter figure is fast
becoming the per semester rate
for many private colleges- and
you still have to eat dorm food.
What are these jobs? Many of
them are in highly technical and
skilled areas, with plenty of
room for advancement and
equal in prestige to many
college-related jobs.
Here is a very brief list:
dental lab technician, respiratory therapist, occupational
therapy assistant,
computer
service technician, various electrical (TV, appliance, stereo)
technicians, diesel mechanic,
draftsman, surveyor, cosmetologist, commercial artist, photographer, insurance sales agent,
secretary, and bookkeeper and
accounting clerk.
In fact, many ofthese jobs are
hotly sought after by college··
grads, who lose them to those
who spent less time and money
and simply received training
specifically for those particular
jobs. -The harsh realities of the
job market dictate that the best
. qualifications are experience,

If times didn't already look
hard enough for college students, a national magazine has
recently made the situation
crystal clear.
The title says it all: 'You don't
need college for these jobs -There are plenty of openings,
and yoti can train for them in
less than two years." (That last
sentence of the title will strike
an especially sour chord with
many recent graduates, who,
after four years of. sweat and
scrimping are finding their
degree to be practically worthless job-wise.) It then proceedse
to give details on the aforementioned non-collegiate jobs.
This appeared in .Changlng
TImes magazine of September
1976, and is but one of a score or
more of articles dealing with 'a
most unpleasant fact: that in the
great college boom of the Sixties
and Seventies, practical arts
were ignored for liberal arts,
and the student who really had
more interest in screwdrivers
than in Shakespeare, but was
pushed into college anyway, is
the indisputable loser.
According to the magazine,
job market surveyors estimate
that there are over a million
openings in 129 "technical level
occupations" -- for the most part
meaning practical arts-- that
offer salaries at least equal to,
and sometimes better than,
what most students receive
when they do find a job in their
field, at the beginning stages, at
A number of people have
.least.
been
concerned about the short
In addition, the job market for
intermittent alarm sounds they
these "technical level occupahave heard when re-entering
tions" does not prove to be as
the
Library-Learning
Center
giddy and "feast or famine"
.
after
an
evacuation.
Associate
inclined as the one for more
librarian Carol Bettis explains:
professional jobs. Indeed, said
The Library Learning Center
Changing Times, "The employbuilding
was built in two stages,
ment outlook for each (technical
the
first
or
"old section" of the
job) is good to excellent into the
building
is
the
two-story section
1980's."
.and
was
completed
in 1964. The
Finally comes the clincher:
"new
section"
four story
the vast majority of these jobs
addition
was
built
in
1971. Each
can be acquired with special
section has a separate fire alarm
system; i.e., they are products
of two different companies. The
companies involved assume
responsibility for the operation
of their systems, and because of
liability considerations, the sys-'
tems were not coordinated until
recently. This dual system
created a safety hazard since

then specific training in the job
you are seeking. If you don't
have either, and someone comes
along who has at least one,
you're likely to be pounding the
pavement, while the other guy
gets the job. And it makes little
difference if you're a Yale man
and he's from the Podunk
Practical Arts Institute.
While this is hardly to be
included in the area of large
scale practical arts job openings, many different and unus."ual kinds of jobs go b€gging
because ithere
are too few'
around trained in the field.
For example, there is an
increasing call for craftsmen
. specializing in Neon signs. In
the past few years, interest in
the use of Neon signs and their.
stature as an art form has picked
up after a slump that caused the
number of Neon craftsmen to
decline drastically. Of course,
there is no school we know of
where you can go to seam the
skill, but one can still find a.
Neon craftsman working somewhere and through him become
an apprentice in the field. After
this kind of extremely practical
on-the-job training, you will be
one of those spcialized crafts-

- _,» flO""',
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men of which there are simply
not enough, and your economic
worth will soar accordingly.
Thus, by simply finding a
field where skilled workmen are
in demand, one can latch on to a
job with much greater freedom
and security (not to mention
money) than many of those
- acquired exclusively by college
grads. Even if you'll never
receive a diploma or even a
certificate for your skill.
In addition, there are other
fields not quite as big or small
as those mentioned above wher
one can receive training from,
qualified institution for less than \
most colleges and with almost
guaranteed jobs. A few of these
are: landscaping
deepsea
diving technology, fashion merchandising, interior decorating,
shorthand reporting and camera
repair.
For more detailed information
. on the prospects in practical
-- arts, send 35 cents for the U.S.
Department of Labor's handbook entitled Apprentice TraInmg--Sure Way to a SldDedCraft·
from Public Documents Distribution Center, Pueblo, Colorado, 81009, and ask forItem 7A.
If you'd like to investigate the
various job market prospects for

u
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yourself, check out the Occupational Outlook Handbook, 197677 from your college library. ..
As far as locating a good
vocational school in your area,
simply make a list from your
.phone book, and check each out
with your state and local
consumer service division, and
the Better Business Bureau.
The best ones wiJI offer
complete details on their programs and prices and the
placement rate of their graduates. These are the ones to look
for.
Of course, the main determiner of anyone's field is that
individuals preference. Despite
bad job prospects, some want to
be sociologists or historians and
that's
that. But for many
students, the above may give
food for thought. While a
student is in school, it is never
too late for him or her to make a
change in major, even in the.
very character of the education
he or she receives. But, once
that diploma is in your hand, the
die may well be cast.
Any many might find that
they would have been better off
if that hand had held a monkey
wrench or a test tube instead ..

Library alarm system explained
alarms could sound in one
section of the building and not
in the other, causing confusion
over whether
or not an
emergency existed. To promote
safety the systems have now
been connected so. that any
alarm pulled will sound an
alarm throughout the entire LLC
building.
The turnoff action still has
potential for problems. To tum
off the alarm sound and reset
the alarm system, two people
are required -- one in the "old
section" of theLLC building
and one in KAID. Each person
has two actions to complete and
~ they must occur in proper
sequence, without benefit of
sight or sound of the "partner's" actions. If not performed
correctly, or if an alarm box
somewhere in the building has

been pulled and not reset, the
system can go "out of phase"
and efforts to reset it will result
in alarm sounds. The system
must get back into phase and
then the correct sequence of
actions must occur to reset the
alarms.
Two custodians are assigned •
the responsibility for testing the
alarms regularly and are familiar with their operation. Others
have been introduced to the
system but are not used to
resetting it. This makes the
partnership
operation
more
difficult. Depending on time of
day and who is on duty
determines
to some extent
whether tum off goes smoothly.

I

Other factors can also cause
difficulty -- the system has even
blown its fuse.
Do we really need to reset it
immediately? Yes .:It is not safe
to operate a -public building
without an operating
alarm
system.
Can't we get a better turnoff
system? This)s not': likely to
happen in the near future. It
appears that for this to happen
under present circumstances,
the alarm system for. the
building would have to be a
product of one company. Perhaps if our alarms
were
connected to the Boise: Fire
Department in the near future; a
way to solve that problem could
be found atthat time.

Pardon my prod
Tri-Delts initiate

Shop where terms
are convenientAtmosphere pleasant
and your patronage
appreciated.
Give us a try .....

rn~:

Jewelers

1207 Broadway -

Beta Eta Chapter of Delta
Delta Delta at Boise State.
University have initiated seven
new members. The ceremony
took place the nights of January
28-29, 1977 presenting
the
Trident Degree and the stars
and Crescent Degree of initia- ,
tion to Vanessa Clark, Stephanie
Collar, Suzanne Hussman, Terrie Kelley, Judy Mills, DeeAnne
Reiman, and Leslie Richner, all
of Boise. The parents of the I
girls include:
the Derrold
Clarks, the Jim. Collars, the

seven

William Hussmans, the Ray
Kelleys, the Rollin Mills, the
Kenny Reimans, and the Darrell
Richners.
Activities this spring are being
kicked off by a formal rush.
Being the first time for a spring
rush at Boise State the members
of the four sororities are looking
for a good turnout.
Those
interested in participating can
find out more information by
contacting the BSU Programs
Board Today.

(CPS)--Swallowing goldfish and
cramming
telephone
booths
may seem ridiculous; but to
.some University of Texas
fraternity
members,
electric
cattle prods are sublime.
Phi Delta Thets, a social
fraternity at. Austin, recently
had its activities suspended for
one year by the university after
it was determined that cattle
prods were being used to
initiate pledges, Police who had
detained a truck that had been
.weaving across a highway north
of the campus found in the back
of the U-Haul 27 pledges who
were naked except for a coating
of com flakes, eggs, and tabasco
sauce. Welts were found on

many of the pledges, and were
derived from "limited use" of a
cattle prod, according to"police .
No charges were ·filed.
A similar event occurred last
November when a UT fraternity
called the Texas Cowboys was
discovered initiating prospective members with several cattle
prods.
The pledges were prodded on
the chest., says Assistant Dean
David McClintock.
There has been little parental
or student panic about the use of
the overgrown joy buzzers, he
notes, but he concedes that it
"certainly is unusual that these
two incidents have occurred in
the past few months."

;;.
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student government
Primary student
by' Helen Christensen
-~~~e A,~BSU Primary Election
ballotorder was .determined at
la~i,we~~k~~ candidate orientatihn'meetWg. by 'the drawing
lots. The primary 'election' , for
ASB ,student"officers
will be'
heldieb'ru~ry
i6 and 17;' .with
the'gerieralelection'scheduled
for March 9 and to.
'
Heading up the presidential
ballotis ,Will Roy, current head
ot-the 'USU Student· LObby'
effort:';.' followed up by Mike
Hoffman, ASB' vice-president
and Chairman of the student
senate. Third on the ballot will
be Guy: ,L. Pace, followed by
Allan Toennis. Toennis has
edited the 'BSU Les Bois
yearbook for the last two years.
Last on the ballot is Dave
L. Pearson, who is making his
second bid for the presidency of
the student body.
The only woman on the ballot
run.ling for an executive position
vice-presidential candidate Mary Anne Watson. Second
on the ballot for vice-president
is Joe Thon. Current Arts and
Sciences senator Chris Rudd is
waging a write-in campaign for
the position.
Steve Artis, current ASB
business manager is the only'
candidate for the office of
treasurer.
There are no announced
candidates on the ballot for the
two senatorial positions for the
School of Education.
P.J.
(Pattijo) Paullus is running as a
write-in
candidate
for the
position.
There are three candidates for
the two Vo-Tech seats: Linda
Norberg, 'Paul R. Burress and
Roger Logue.
Candidates for the two Health
Science senate positions are
Miren D. Asumendi and John
Osterkamp.
Steve Botimer, Craig W.
Hurst, W. Scott Wigle, Desiree
Twitchell, David Hammerquist,
Donna Mentzer, Les Wolff,

oi

is
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Kurt· Amesbury, P.J. Paullus,
Willard K. Edwards' and Steven
Godby are vying for the six Arts
and Sciences seats.
Candidates
for the five
Business positions are Patrick
Wiench, Jod B. Hochstrasser,
Steve Jensen, Larry Lee John'son, Jim Pepple, Ann Babbitt,
Jim Marshall,
Shave Orin
Bengoechea, Sherm.an Smith,
Reid Walters and Ernie ,Watkins.
---Arbiter editor John Steppe
has announced that no political
endorsements will be forthcoming in the student newspaper
concerning this year's student
election. Stated Steppe, "Traditionally, an endorsement in the
Arbiter has been the kiss of
death for many candidates."
---The Special Events Center
Board of Directors met last week
to discuss some sceduling
problems in the Center. The
board, consisting of students,
faculty
and staff of the
University, decided to allow the
showing of Pop Films to return
to the Center on a trial basis.
Pop Films had been previously
thrown out of the Center due to
smoking, drinking, eating and
vandalism problems.
The board, which makes
policy, arbitrates, disputes and
approves scheduling in the
Center, also discussed the use
of the Center by the Theatre
Arts Department. Some members of the department were
concerned by the board's policy
allowing only five days of
rehearsal to be scheduled in the
Center. The board did not
change their policy, but told
Theatre Arts representatives
that their sets could remain
undisturbed behind the curtain
during the time films are
scheduled in the Center.
Student representative to the
Board of Directors, Barb Bridwell, later disclosed that some
members are concerned about
the Theatre Arts Department

Michael's Jewelers
,Be a Sweetheart
and Buy

HER
a Gem for
Valentines
200/0Off For ALL BSU Students
'and Staff

dt1iahaz.[/~

~E.WE.{E.U

Diamonds and Fine Jewelry
COLE VILLAGE • BOIS£, IDAH0'83704

376- 8510

"Buy your
Bunny

A Carat"

lection ballots set

trying to monopolize the Center.
"It was student money that built
this Center, not the Theatre
Arts Department. Student use
should have the top priority,"
said Bridwell.
·--A new position of Coordinator
of Special Events was recently
l\I1nounced. The Coordinator,
who will receive a $13,000
yearly salary; 'will have the
prime administrative responsibility for coordination of all
lectures and concerts and will,
work closely with the. Assistant
Director of Activities and the
Chairman of the Student Union
Programs Board.
The job description for the
position states that the coordinator must thoroughly understand the process of booking
and contracting all types of
activities, especially concerts
and lectures; will have the major
responsibility for overseeing all
activities and functions of the
,Special Events Center, including the development and promotion of of all forms of events
that will satisfy the university
, and community
needs
for
"'bmtural and entertaimnent events and utilize the Special
Events Center to its maximum
potential; will have the major
responsibility for the Special
Events Center budget, including generating activities and
events, budget preparation,'
appropriations within the Center; will be responsible for all
events in building policies and
supervision of the Center staff;
coordinate all maintenance and
repairs with the Physical Plant
director; must have experience
in solid state electronics; should
be familiar with trouble shooting procedures as applied to
computerized lighting and tran-

sistorized sound systems, stage
rigging, facility scheduling,
supervision 'of a staff and be
responsible for all, facets of
building policies.
Applications and resumes for
the position should be sent to
Fred Norman, Director of teh
Student Union Building, Boise
State University.
---After a lengthy and emotional
discussion, the student senate
last week passed a resolution
stating that the senate does not
support the registration pavilion
poll nor the appraisal of the
results.
The pavilion poll, a questionnaire filled out by students
during registration,
indicated
that the majority of students
would prefer to see a multipurpose pavilion built if the
state board increases student
fees.
Business senator Toni Portmann stated, "This is not a
statement for or against the

proposed pavilion, this is just a
statement against the way the
survey was conducted. There
have been several complaints
from students about the way the
survey was worded, and I think
the questions
were poorly
phrased and misleading."
Arts and Sciences senator
Mike Kirkpatrick stated, ,. As a.
member of the Pavilion Committee, I can say that all members
of the group approached the
matter with the utmost sincerity
and integrity. We had only the
best interests of the students at
heart."
"If integrity had been maintained by this' committee, we
wouldn't
be having these
problems now," stated senator
Mike Sciales, Arts and Sciences.
Portmann closed the discussion with this statement: "I
think we should feel good about
the way we handled this matter.
We have done what our
constituents told us to do."

Student Government
Positions Open
The Personnel Selection Co~mittee is now accepting applications for' the
following positions. Applications are available in the SUB at the
Information Booth, senate offices. and ASB offices, or from your school
senator. For
more _..
information, call 385-144Q.
-..'

Finance Advisory .Boord
KBSU Staff

Absentee Voting In the SUB FeburalY 10th
From Noon To 6 p.m.

rimal\' Elections Are
Feb. 16 and 17
General Elections Are
March 9 and 10
Must Show Student I.D. To Vote

\
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langroise's thanks

A WOMAN \.l~tK. I GUE:S5 I'V~
PAltl ~ACK '6001 ~' ~OP'(
III

WHO GOT ME: E:L.-}:c,T~D!

for generosity
•

In past years there have been many gifts presented to Boise
Junior College, Boise College, and Boise State College as well as
Boise State University. Well, it seems that the art of gift giving is
not lost to antiquity _. as a matte~ of fact it is alive and doing
,quite well right here in Boise.Idaho. If you haven't guessed what
I am referring to, it is the generosity recently displayed by Mr.
and Mrs. William Langroise. The Langroises have bestowed
upon the University their home for the use of future pres,idents. of
Boise State University. This overwhelming display of generosity
has added to the aesthetic qualities of this institution.
The Langroise home, located in the pastoral setting of the
city's Warm Springs district, is of early British design. The
mansion consists of eighteen rooms and was designed by the
world renowned architect Kirtland K. Cutter (Cutter was the
architect of the world's largest log cabin, the building that
'housed the 1893 World's Fair in Chicago).
I feel that this type of contribution to an institution of higher
learning goes for the most part unrewarded. Therefore, I am
taking this opportunity to extend my thanks to the Langrioses for
their magnanimous and benevolent act.
The Langroises may not be remembered in future years for
this gift, for as far as I know they have not requested that their
name be attached to the home. This type of unselfish act comes
along only once in a great while and too often it goes by entirely
unnoticed. Well, I guess what I've been trying to say is that I am
taking notice.

the fifth column ---------------~

Astrology-a bizarre cult?
by Chuck Bole
.One of the more interesting phenomena of the
past decade has been the appearance of literally
dozens of bizarre cults, most of them related in
some way to the occult. Some of the more
prominent (or at least the more medagenic)
ones are: The Manson Family; the Hare
Krishna movement; Transcendental Meditation
(not related in any way to the occult); the
Children of God; Rev. Sun Myung Moon's
Unification Church; and the cult of the Celestial
Fat Kid (Guru Maharaj Ji).
Some of these cults are menacing, like the
Manson Family. Some are harmless or even
marginally beneficial, TM for instance. Others,
such as the cult of the Celestial Fat Kid (whose
main claim to fame is that he manages to
consume a gallon of ice cream daily without
developing complexion problems) are obvious
scams. And still others, the Rev. Moon's
operation comes to mind, manage to be both
menacing and obvious rip-offs, simultaneously.
The most popular, though hardly the most
recently popularized occult activity, remains,
however, astrology. A Gallup poll taken last
year revealed that 22% of adult Americans
believe in astrology. Two thirds (1,250) of the
newspapers
in this country carry daily
horoscopes. And there are 10,000 full-time and
175,000 part-time astrologers in the U.S.A.
Astrologically related books and magazine
articles are appearing with increasing frequency. A few of the recent titles are: "The
Astrology Way to Stock Market Profits"; "Birth
Control by Astrology"; "Astrology: Judging
Compatibility"; and "Choosing by the Stars;
Appropriate Perfumes."

J.S.
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Recent scholarship suggests that the
traditional view that astronomy arose from
- astrology is wrong (see Alexander Marshack's
"Lunar
Notations
on Upper Paleolithic
Remains," Science, Nov. 6, 1964, and The
Roots of Clvllizatlon, 1972). Marshack's studies
suggest that pre-historic man kept careful
records of lunar cycles. Such a timekeeping
activity would, of course, have been of great use
in predicting the migration of animals and
preparing for winter, among other things.
Astrology, then, did not arise until the advent
of civilization
and, the concomitant
religious/magical view of the world (religion and
magic being quite probably used by the priests
and royalty to keep the citizenry in line). Thus,
astrology was the result of combining the.
ancient practice of observing the night sky with
the new magical view of the world, specifically
the "principle of correspondences."
Lawrence E. Jerome, in "Astrology: Magic or
I

Sconce" (the Humanist, Sept.lOct.,
1975),
explains the principle' as follows: "the omen or
magic object has certain physical properities
that are related to the external world by
, analogy. For instance, the reddish color of the
. planet Mars means to the astrologer that it is
magically related with blood, war and the metal
iron ... The Pisces/water correspondence works
in the same way."
After being invented by the Babylonians (the
Babylonian priests use astrology and the
, reading of the entrails of animals to •'foretell"
, the futures of kings and nations), astrology was
further developed by the ancient Greeks. It was
finally, in the second century A.D., in the city of
Alexandria, that Ptolemy wrote his Tetrablblos
(the bible of astrology) and brought astrology
into its present form.
During the Middle Ages, astrology was
banned by the Church, and it wasn't until the
· Renaissance, with the re-discovery of the
writings of the Greeks, that it was resurrected.
The rise of science sent astrology into eclipse
'once.again, and it wasn't until the turbulent
years- of the early twentieth century that it
resurfaced.
Since its resurrection, belief in astrology has
infected all segments of the population, not only
in the U.S., but in Europe as well. Not
· surprisingly, virtually all of the top Nazis
(including Hitler) believed in astrology.
Rimmler's astrologer, Wm. Wulff, has even
written a book on the sUbject--ZodJac and
Swastika (1973).
In this country, Time has identified Ronald
Reagan as a client of astrologer Carroll Righter.

•

•

•

In addition to its being based upon the magical
"principle of correspondences" (it might be
mentioned here that the ancient Gteeks named
the planets after their deities and assigned the
planets the qualities of those deities), there are
many other reasons to regard astrology as a
system of magic rather than as a science.
First of all, astrologers have never attempted
, to explain how astrology "works", that is, why
· different astronomical bodies supposedly have
differing effects. As Bart Bok, former president
of the American Astronomical Society, wrote in
"A Critical Look At Astrology" (the Humanist,
Sept./Oct., 1975):
Many believers In astrology have suggested
that each planet Issues a dIfferent variety. of
special, as-yet· undetected radJations or 'vlbra, tlons' and that It Is the Interplay between these
mysterious forces, or quantities, that produces
'strong effects of an astrological nature. H there
Is one thing that we have learned over the past
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students could best use this
additional money and still keep
it on the BSU campus.
The issue was whether to use
the money for academic buildings, (which s.iould be funded
by the state - not the student) a
Pavilion type complex, or
general operating expenses.
Naturally, given the above
choices, the majority of the
students went for the Pavilion.
The catch is that according to
the committee, the State Board
was going to raise fees, but
registration, the Pavilion winning, all publicity came out
saying "Boise State Univer-

Kappa Psi
called valuable

•

sity's student body has demonstrated a need to raise fees $50
per semester as a revenue base
for an on-campus multi-purpose
student activities center (Pavilion) immediately."
(FocusJan. 1977) That's a -bunch of
bullshit. The students were told
that fees would be raised and
then voted for the pavilion.
You had a very ingenious
game plan. I might suggest,
however, that next time you
give the students a kiss before
they get screwed!
Maralyn Sommer
Senior

Students contend films mishandled
middle of the film. Not a word
was offered as explanation to
explain this error and the
audience was left confused and
frustrated.
There were also
large gaps in the soundtrack.
The audience for "The Story of
Adele H." was a packed house
and that's a lot of folks to let
down.
I demand with several other
students that the Foreign Films
Committee re-show "The Story

Senate blasted
Editor, the ARBITER
Quick pinch me, for I'm sure
I'm dreaming.
I can hardly believe what I
witnessed at an A.S.B.S.U.
Senate meeting attended recently by myself and a small
gathering of concerned persons.
As Senators of a student body
such as the one we have, I would
feel much better
if these
Senators,as they wish to be
called, would do what they were
elected to do; i.e.Make and
enforce decisions that would be,
in the best interest of the
student body as a whole.
What I witnessed was a
display of very childish antics
and a complete disregard for

'age 9

~J Alpha

Senior hocks pavilion plan

Editor, the ARBITER
I am writing to complain about
the mishandlingof the Foreign
Films series by the Foreign
Films committee this year.
I have attended every foreign
film including the Lina Wertmuller film festival, so I feel
qualified in registering
this
complaint.
I attended the showings of
"The Story of Adele H." and
was appalled when the projectionist left out a reel in the

f

nt

f-....-'Ie_f_te_·'t_s._.. _. ----Editor, the ARBITER
I would like to congratulate Dr.
Barnes, Fred Norman, Lenny
Hertling and anyone on the
Pavilion Study Committee for
. their recent victory over the
student body. I'm not sure what
the game was called, but 'it went
something like this.
Student organization meetings
were held in which representatives from the Pavilion committee were guest speakers. ' The
students were told that the State
Board would raise student fees
from $50 to $100· in the near
future.
The committee than
came up with ways in which the

I

what students might be interested in.
Perhaps the Senate should be
looked upon as Boise States own
personal debate team.
No
where in my entire life have J
watched and listened to a group
of people sit and discuss
something and at the end of
discussion be all for it, but when
time comes to vote they let
personalities reign and defeat
what ever it was they all seemed
to agree on. Students wake up
and attend one of these circus's
and see for yourself some of the
clowns who parade around as
your senator.
A concemed student
John Smith

of Adele H." and Wertmuller's
"Seven Beauties" (which was
never shown) in the state that
they were intended to be shown.
It disappoints me that all of the
Foreign Films have been troubled by technical difficulties and
apparent inattention to projector
operation.
The Student Body'
paid for these films out of their
student fees and I strongly feel
that we deserve responsible
service.
Charlotte A. Mixon
Scott Hipwell
Paula Kennedy
Remona P. Moore
EUzabeth MerriU
Barbara Fladwood
Marilyn Maybury
William Vaughn
Jaines Edison
'MiUynn James
Tutti Sandmeyer

WOaD CITY

BOISEIiS FIRST
Winemakinr:l habby shap
In The Bel':lravia
Open tD:DD - S:DD
441 Main
Manday thru Saturday

S42-1SSS

caught in a bind: the university
threatened to recall recognition
while, on the other side, if the
chapter admitted women, then
the National fraternity would
withdraw our chapter.
The decision was made to keep
National recognition which
meant formal recall of recognition by Boise State University.
Yet, with this difficulty, the
fraternity continued to grow,
then in the Summer of 1976 the
National organization changed
the charter as to include women.
Boise State moved quickly
toward re-recognizing
Theta
Omicron chapter and in November of 1976, the chapter was
welcomed back on campus.

Theta Omicron chapter has
gained National recognition in a
very professional way.
The
Alpha Kappa Psi organization
has an efficiency rating system
which is a standard
for
professional activities, scholarship, membership,
finances,
and general administration.
Theta Omicron boasts a perfect
score (100,000 pts.) for every
year except 1973-74. ~ The
chapter
has won National
acclaim in the efficiency rating
program and is seated in the top
ten list of the National chapters
as well as being number one in
the West-Central Region.
Future chapter goals are to
expand our contact and participation in the Boise Chamber of
Commerce and to aim at gaining
capital large enough to enable
our chapter to enter
into
independent business ventures.
Reid Walters
PubUclty Director
Alpha Kappa Psi

BIG
B
FAMILY
RESTAURANT

MAKE YOUR OWN
BOOZE CHEAP!
25%DFF
EVERYTHING SALE

What gives some people that
split-second head start with a
job application or a successful
career? It seems the answer
tends toward the person who
has had some experience. You
may ask, with several hundred
other career persons, just how
can one get experience if no one
will hire a rookie? We of Alpha
Kappa Psi maintain that as an
active participant in organizations and activities, a person can
gain some valuable experience.
Alpha Kappa Psi is a
professional business fraternity
and has objectives to further the
individual welfare of its mem.bers: to foster scientific research in the fields of commerce,
accounts and finance; to educate
the public to appreciate and
demand higher ideals therein;
and to promote and advance in
institutions of college rank,
courses leading to degrees in
business administration. Alpha,
Kappa Psi was the first
professional fraternity in business.
The first chapter was
established at New York University in 1904. Since then it
has become a National Professional Business Organization
with chapters throughout universities and colleges across our
nation.
Theta Omicron chapter at
Boise State was chartered in
1968 and was recognized by the
college in 1969. The chapter has
become well-known in the
community and has functioned
very well in obtaining a firm
financial foundation. Yet, Theta
Omicron has had its rough
moments. In 1974-75 a problem
arose about the admission of
women into the professional
organization. The chapter was

BIG BOY
COMBO

ORIGINAL
DOUBLE
DECK
HAMBURGER
SALAD
& FRIES

t 39
.

500 S Capitol Blvd.
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Thunderous snorer
averts legal action
(CPS)-Harris Robinson's
wife described her husband's
snoring as a "long, rolling
sound, like thunder.jjn
the
distance. There is a second of
silence, and then it begins all
over again."
Her neighbors agreed so
roundly that they hired a lawyer
who in a letter to the Robinsons
stated that the neighbors had
been unable to sleep due to the
proximity of the houses and
"loud snoring in your bedroom."
"I feel my client has adequate
grounds to ask the tourt for an

Stump

injunctive relief," the attorney
threatened.
Robinson
woke up long
enough to defend his rights as a
snoring human being, however.
He hired his own lawyer, who
challenged the neighbors' attorney to find the authority to
compel Robinson to cease his
nasal emissions.

TRIVIA RAT
•
What was the "Green
Hornet's" true identity in the
1966 television series?
1.

"If you can,... it will be
welcome news indeed
for
housewives all over the world,"
he brayed.
No further legal action ensued.

II

TAURUS: (April 20 to May 20)··
Bills you've run up must be paid
now and unwise decisions must
be dealt with. Don't bite off
more than you can chew in the
future- be Completely honest
with yourself. Be realistic about
buying or selling property.
GEMINI: (May 21 to June 21) ••
Resist the impulse to quit your
job. Conflicts will resolve themselves very soon. Tap into your
subconscious
and intuition.
Fight feelings of impatience and
lay solid foundations.
Take
study courses to improve your
skills.
CANCER: (June 22 to July 21) ••
.Pressures ease and you should
be able to solve a problem that
has been bothering you. Get the
ball rolling toward a personal
goal. Take care financially and

Smart (1965)," Agent Maxwell
Smart (Don Adams) constantly
repeated two catch phrases.
What were they?

5. Who wrote the best selling
novel An American Tragedy?

leo: Work in low key
ArIes: (March 21 to April 19) ••
An active' week when a
whirlwind romance could offer,
more than it can deliver and be
short-lived.
Launch a selfiptprovement program. Add to
wardrobe, glamorize yourself.
and residence but stay within
~udgetary limits.

pay all obligations on time.
Don't hold feelings in.:

yourself -- confide-in no one but
a professional.

LEO: (July 22 to August 22) ••
Work carefully and in a low key
to further a cause you are
interested in. Go out of your way
for others and show regard for
their feelings. The last of the
week energy is high and you can
pull out all stops to get what you
want.

SAGITTARIUS: (Nov. 22 to Dec.
2)·· Don't get overconfident
because you see success in
sight. Getting emotional about
your ambitions could lead you to
overplay your hand. Pay attention to your appearance. Some
of you may choose this time to
marry.

VIRGO (Aug. 22 to Sept. 22) ••
You're in the mood·to persuade
others over to . your way of
thinking .. YOll.';.Ca.p be very
influential iand "'niiike progress
on a new project. Use your
charm
and wit.: to mend
relationships
that misunderstandings have caused rifts in.

CAPRICORN:
(Dec. 22 to
Jan. 19).· A sudden promotion
and/or raise .Inpay. ~!1.possible,
If youivedorie thegroti~dwork
in career, this will be a "success
peak" for you. More evaluations
are coming -- be patient and
study to prepare for them.
AQUARIUS: (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
•• Use this week to read, study
and learn. Increase your wardrobe. Use conservative taste.
Don't be pressured by anyone
into making decisions. Getting
into a new romantic situation
will not solve your problems.

SCORPIO: (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)·.
A change in residence
is
possible. 'Think twice before
marrying just now. A new
course of study that prepares
you for a new career is favored
now. Keep your personal life to

PISCES: (Feb. 19 to March 20) ••
A business
idea involving
change should be thought over
very carefully. It is possibly not
advisable. Take time out from
career to enjoy yourself socially
and romantically with mate or a
special loved one.
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DoiNG? ITS
NOW TWJ IN n1E fo\OlWlNG
1
MiD 1 M WATCr!INCr niE. DUMB {3C(JB

TU8E.~ DOES IT BoTHER ME TliI\T
I r.lAVE; DATA PRoc.E~INo AT7:'fO?
OF WURCOE Nor; MY BRAiN C.E:L..LS·
HAVE ALL ROTTED
AWfo,Y MIn TIlEY
ARE. NoW JE LLo.

6. Name the only man to win the
decathlon twice.

C

R

o
S
S
W

o
R

LIBRA: (Sept. 23 to October 22)·
You are in high gear now and
really appreciate a mate, if
married, a new romantic companion, if single. Resist the
tendency
to spend' money
unrealistically -- curb extravagance. Try to relax or channel
nervous energy.

I~[ffi.

7. Outside what town would you
fmd the sign "The BiggestLittle
City in the World"?

4. On the television show "Get

2. What two baseball pitchers'
last names complete this rhyme:
and two
days of rain"?

Horoscope

For the week of Feb. 7.13
By CDNS* GINA*
~pley News Service

3. Who was President Kennedy's secretary of defense?

I fORKED OUi ecoo MaNE1 FOR A
DE Le NT (OLLf;Cr E. eOUCATION
AND Now I'VE. LET M'1SE.Lf m:LoME
A VE6E'TABLE. THIs MIRACLE. of n1E
MODERN AGE. \-lAS ME. UNGER \TiS
c.oNfR.OL. I AM POUlERLE.S'S, I S HOOLO
BE E.NCrI\(,.INCJ.

IN INTtLlEC.TU~L

PURSUITS, 'EXPANOIN6 M'f LlMi\IW
of KNo vJLEDG-E AND LE:ARMN&
ALL THERE IS TO KNow I N THe.
UNIVERSE..

o
S

8. What was Dean Martin's. first
solo movie after he broke up
with Jerry Lewis?
9. Back in 1964, Paul Revere
and the Raiders released their
first big hit. What was it?
10. What was on the cover of TV
Guide's first issue (April 3,
1953)?
17
Ans. on page

Solution to last week's puzzle
ACROSS

DOWN

1. Army member
1. Had being
2. Tree
4. Molecule
3. Splash
components
4. Adequate
9. Short (of)
6. Oral
12', Viper
6. Pindar
13. Communicaspecialty
tions systems
7. Wire measure
14. Have a finger
8. Saws
in the-,
9. Worn out
participate
10. Hasten
·26. Cloys ',' .
189;' Part' of a': .15. Avenue in 3711,. [)a
.
"7 V en d'or 5 goa I
backgammon
"'.
set
"."'"
.
Across: 2 wds. 16. Factory
18. Joust
30. Fla.tters (with
40." Pro vote 'J;.
17. Former
"up">'
'
19. Charged
French coins
31. Raised
41. Operated,.'
particle
20 .. Lugged
.
., .. rampert,
42. -sll\'vice
·20. Championship
21. Incensed
22. Meeting
83. Gang
.
43. Play, S'~ott • .
22. Furs
, transcript
34. Sunnybrook;JoplillstYle
<,
23.' Like the
26. Russian city
for one
44. Weeding.aid
.:_.:ocea~~s.·
27. Delivers an '
. . blackness
36: 'Grid players ;" \4~. PUY:P9S\l,,,,,., i'
aria
'
.
.
24. Resin used in 37. Exelamationa
.28. u.s member:
.of disbelief
.
.. ointments
abbr.
--,:29. Seaman
5
6
B
9
2
10 11
30. Ernie of
baseball
31. Darling
32. And: Latin
33. Unwieldy
34. l1:c1at
35. Argues
37. "City of
light"
38. Picnic invader
39. David Copperfield's childwife
40. Landmark at
one end of
15·Arross:
3 wds,
46. Wild ox
47. Extend
48, Long time
49. Naval officer:
50
51
abbr.
50. Wise men
51. A Kennedy
Copley NeW8 Service
Reprinted trom POCKET CROSSWORD PUZZLES With
the permission of Dell Publishing Co, Inc Copyright '.'
1975 Dell Publishing Co Inc, All rights reserved.

LAST 1EAR \ WAS ABLE.
TO 015COSS lAJ,E.LL£CiU/1LL '{
ON AA'1THIN6" } EVE.N NI\TIONAL
AND INTER.NAllONr\L J:ol.-1TIc..S.
I WOULD ARGO!:. IN FAVOI\ of
MOOtRN E.XISTENnALhM'
E.VE.N THOU&H I OION'T Tf-IINK
&oD OtE.O IN \C\%. HII\ostUM
DIE.0 IN IcV45•••• ANO
BRAIN OlEO OURINCr "LAVE.RNE

r«

AND 5HIRLE.Y':

I Rf.ALL'( bET OfF ON

THESE. TEST PAT1ERN5.oo
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Roving Reporter
This week, we asked the people
of BSU to speak out, and we'd
try to find answers to any
questions they had.
Jeannette
Wilson-sophomoreWho picked outaII the sculp.
tnres around the campus?
Several of the sculptures and
statues around campus (for
instance, the bronze statues by
the business and library buildings) were commissioned by the
school to be built: The object in '
. front of the Special Events
Center was commissioned from
a· federal grant.

Dr. Patricia Ourada-History
professor- My question concerns the entire campos. I am
wondering why nothing has
been done, either a campaign or
articles In the ARBITER, to
encourage helping handicapped
students on campos.
Boise State University is
already well equipped to minimize the necessity of helping"
handicapped persons; however,
if a coalition of handicapped
students felt a little more help
was necessary, the ARBITER
would be happy to cooperate
with them in running such a"
campaign.

Steve Shivers-sophomore- Why
haven't the handball courts
been fixed up under the stadium
Uke we were told they would be?
" Too short notice to get the
answer to that one, but you
might get an answer if" you
contact the Athletic Department
in the Varsity Center (south end
of the stadium) or call 385-1285
or 385·1503.

Laurie Bailey-freshman- Why
arent there single rooms at the
Towers?
They just weren't designed
that way, apparently.

Julie Sturdavant-JuniorHow
come the Senate voted down the
pavilion?
The ASBSU senate didn't vote
down the pavilion as such. It
passed a resolution objecting to
the registration poll on the
pavilion on the grounds that it
"was biased ana did. not ask
whether the students wanted a
fee in crease at all. [Ed. Note -..
From all indications, the State
Board of Education
wasn't
going to ask any students about
fee Increases to begin with.

John Hussman-junior- I was
wondering why all those excess
student fonds never get turned
back to the students.
The excess funds from each
semester (which average about
S~O,OOO according to one source)
go into an ASBSU general fund,
which the senate is in charge of
disbursing.
Carol Bettis-associate librarianWe want to know what students
feel we could provide for better
services In the way of audiovisual equipment on the second
Ooor. For example, should we
have more record players
through the stereo Ustenlng?
More records? What kinds of
records should we buy If we buy
more? What would you like In
the way of additional services?
If it's all the same to you,
we'll let the students give you
their suggestions first hand.

Cindy Hussman-freshman- How
come the same people always
write for the ARBITER? It
seems pretty one-sided to me.
Because we work here. Any
full-time student may write for
the ARBITER if he or she is
"qualified and submits copy.

Kevin Carpentier-sophomoreWhat did they finally do abont
the pavlUon'l
The pavilion committee submitted a report to the .State
Board of Education last Thursday recommending that if the
Board were to raise Boise
State's student fees $50 or more
(which they indicated they
would do last year), they direct
$50 of the increase toward the
proposed multi-purpose pavilion. The State Board tabled the
report for the time being.

Lawmakers c lied on to obolish ta
by Doug Harper
Idaho residents must use
caution in their lives until the
conclusion of this year's state
legislative session. No person's
life,liberty or property is safe"
during these annual meetings as
long as legislators are hell-bent
upon seeing their names attached to as many bills to create new
laws as possible.
A good example of this is the
current squabble over Idaho's
outdated liquor control laws. It
seems that Governor Evans and
'an entourage of legislators are
intent upon returning a state
liquor stamp to booze. bought in
the state-owned liquor stores.
They think that this will curtail
the smuggling of liquor into
Idaho from the various surrounding states that have lower
liquor taxes and cheaper prices.
One estimate has it that the
state loses up to $384,000
annually in state liquor revenue
because of bootlegging.
It is
nonsense to think that new
liquor stamps (the old ones were
finally eliminated in 1971) will
stop people from going into
Nevada and returning
with
trunkloads of booze.

Currently Idaho imposes an
outrageous tax of 15 per cent on
the marked price of every bottle
of liquor. To compare the price
of booze in Nevada to that of in
Idaho, we find a big difference.
In Elko, Nevada (a small cow
town in the northeastern part of
the state) a half gallon of
Gilbey's gin costs $9.29. At the
state liquor store on Broadway
Street, the price is $11.40. A
half gallon of Jim Beam whiskey
is $9.98 in Elko, while the price
for the same product is $13.00 in
Boise. Lauder's scotch is $10.99
per half gallon in Elko and" is
$14.90 in Boise.
These

figures

turn

the

situation into an economical
problem that could easily be
solved by our legislators.
It's obvious that the tax rate of
15 per cent is so astronomical
that Idahoans would rather
drive south than pay it.
A
reduction of this tax would
easily eliminate the problem.
Legislators could make a
better name for themselves not
by reinstating the liquor stamp,
but by lowering (or eliminating)
the insensitive tax upon bottled
liquor. Money would be saved
not by eliminating the time used
to place the stamp on each
bottle, but through the increase
in the sales volume at the state
liquor stores.

Campw'

Jo~ten;;'~
RINGS

VALENTINE'S DAY, FEB. 14

5 % Dis aunt

conflicts with the American
system of free
enterprise
capitalism.
Our public officials should be
wise enough to see that the
booze laws in Idaho are absurd,
outdated and should be discarded. They are only a tactic used
to complicate our daily lives and
to infringe upon our constitutional rights to life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness.

~h!Jw Clfzat ~ftEcail
~om£on£

'YOU c.:

BOOKS, VALENTINES, GIFTS, JEWELRY,
PUZZLES, GIFT CERTIFI.<:ATES

cStO'l.£

RING DA Y SCHOOL

Our legislators have three
steps to take to reduce liquor
control in Idaho. First, they
must work to reduce the high
tax imposed
on liquor.
Secondly, they should legalize
alcohol o~ the campuses of our
state universities. Their third
step would be to abolish the
Idaho State Liquor Dispensary.
The control by this bureau over
the sales, and distribution of
liquor in the state directly

~~
ONLY

Camp,u~ cStO'l.£
Mon.-Fri.
Born-Sprn

•

THE ASBSU PRDEiRAMS BDARD.
PRDUDL Y PRESENTS-I

•

.IDel Schatz

Feb. !I Special Events Center"
8 p.m. FREE
.
A lecture exploring realistic; .
personal, and collective strategles for achieving global poUtical
stabillty. Recent advances In
cosmology, genetic research,
systems science, energetics and
the study of human consciousness will be discussed.

.lames .Iayee!s UI sses
pllm~

James Joyce's Ulysses, a sweeping odyssey of human consciousness, has
been finally given cinematic form by the experimental director Joseph
Strick (The Savage Eye, The Balcony). Scrennwriters Strick and Haines
have filtered narrative strands from the prismatic novel of one day's
experience in Dublin, though
they have updated the setting
some sixty years.
the essential character of
Leopold Bloom (Milo O'Shea)
remains one of the most
interesting in modern literature. Bloom is an outcast, a
passionate man turned away
by his wife, the father of a
dead son, a semi-success, a
Jew in a hostle environment.

a

ek

Feb. t2 Special Events

Center

Spec:~alEvents Center.

Feb. It

p.m.
,

\

~

\

Valentine
Dance
Feb.1

/~

SUB Ballraam
Chapter III will be playin,. their
HEARTSaut far yau. Refreshments will b'lt served. Dance will
start al 7 p.m. and will rack until
12 p.m. Everyane is invited
join

tea

the fun.

25~per persan
35~per cDuple

Wisecracking, romantic 1920s adventure of an orange-wigged widow and
her two amorous buddies who run
booze up from Mexico to California.
The cozy trio plays tantalizing catand-mouse with the Coast Guard and
also takes on the Mafia who understandably frowns on such independent
action. Our stars get rich, get shot at,
and when called upon, they defend
their business action in a windup sea
battle that is dazzingly photographed.

Director:
Cast:

Stanley Donen
Burt Reynolds, Liza
Minnelli, Gene Hackman
John Hillerman
.r
Studio:
20th Century-Fox
1975
Price:
Apply
PG
117 min: (C) AV. A3.
"The menage-a-trois
and delectable!"

is frothy,

funny

- Judith Crist
Saturday

(Available December)

Review

o

"Luxurious, sassy and a lot offun ...
very much a movie of the times-both
now and then. It is a wisecracking,
softhearted romantic adventure in
which the major characters seem modeled on movie stars. Liza Minnelli is
better than she has ever been, sweet
and raffish, while Burt Reynolds cuts
up with infectious bemusement. "

.

- Jay Cocks
Time

.

.

The Student Unian Pra'i.rams Baard Presents
(

Pap Films Festival
, SUB Ballraam

Next Saturday

1:30 - 11:00

Stude~ts and Staff Free
Deneral fldmissian 12.DD
f·-

F1dventu

II

ar

Rabi
Haad

pril FaDls

with Erral Flynn

Starring Jack Lemmon, Catherine Deneuve, Peter Lawford, Jack
Weston, MY,rna Loy and Charles Boyer.
Jack Lemmon, one of the funniest men in the world and Catherine
Deneuve one of the world's most beautiful women are brought together in
a comedy that combines wit and slapstick. He has a wife. She has a husband. With so much in common they just have to fall in love. Victims of
present day pressures they decide to split from the society that is closing in
on their world. "The April Fools" is the hilarious, mature comedy of the
"ear.

PE1EIIImIOLE

,AlASTIIR SIM .
.I: IRIHUR lIWE

THE

~

'RULING
C·

Finians Rainbaw
STARRING

FRED- ASTAIRE

PETULA CLARK AND
TOMMY
STEELE
AS THE LEPRECHAUN

.~ ,:l:J~"
;,;W,

~

j,;Jii"f'..,
.
f.'.,"'cr.;;;',

1*,lJ:
lEAN COCTEAU'S
CLASSIC FANTASY

)Scanty
and·
thr

)Srast
.

Cocteau's BEAUTY AND THE
BEAST is an authentic,
personal statement by the great
French poet. It is also a faithful
adaptation of the classic legend.
What emerges is a magnificent _
work of art, enjoyable 0':1 the
level of a fairy tale and meaningful on the level of great poetry.
"Exquisite" NY TIMES
"Beautiful" LI FE
"A Delight" NEWSWEEK

...
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entertai nment
Mission Mountain,

Roto

"

Quicksilver failed, but show was still good
by Bod Humphrey

As a matter of principle, I
thought of 'not even mentioning
the main act, Mission Mountain
Wood Band. The Programs
Board and local promoters have
J;1itBoise with a veritable glut of
country and country-rock in the
last few months. Anything
written about them is sure to
encourage the situation to stay
that way. However, that's not
Mission Mountain Wood Band's
fault, and besides, duty calls.
Mission Mountain Wood
Band was nothing
if not
spirited. They had a rapport
going with an audience that was
sympathetic
at worst, and
exhilarated and elated at best.
Their stage presence
was
superb;
the audience
was
definitely following them. In
short, they had a good show.
Musically -- well, let me put it
this way. There was nothing
wrong with MMWB that a little
good old discipline couldn't
cure. There were notes missed.
There were quicksilver leads
tried by every picker that
couldn't be hacked. There were
chords sung that hadn't been
invented yet (and with any luck,

For the price of a two-hour
movie (if you happened not to be
a student) you could have taken
a date, or a friend, or yourself to
see and hear three hours worth
of concert at the Ballroom last
Thursday night. If you did have,
the good fortune to be a student
at BSU, it was free. Pricewise, it
couldn't be beat.
The entertainment value was
not as clear cut.
I won't say much about Roto,
The Wonder Band, the warmup
act, right here. Roto's act was
everything its last Boise concert
was, except shorter and slightly
slower paced. The energy, the
talent and the high-gloss polish
was still there. The audience of
over 500 (except for those who
decided they weren't going to
applaud for. anything
that
wasn't hard-core country) was
appropriately enthusiastic, and
demanded an encore. Anything
else I might say about Roto
would probably be a repetition
of an earlier review.

r

Senior

never will be). They tried to
bring their music off just too
damn quick and slick. On the
other hand, it could have been
an off-night, but it was pretty
far off.
One thihg that really got my
goat was their timing. Every
now and then, they'd put up a
sensational
patter between
songs, and wing into some sort
of reasonable transition from
one number
to the next.
Nevertheless, the breaks were
stretched out much too long,
and at every other gap the
show's pacing fell flat. The
overall effect of the show was
not so much of an easy flowing
motion as of calisthenics __
ONE, rest, TWO, rest, THREE,
etc.
But I become too critical. As I
said before, they had a good
show, and they knew how to get
an audience going quickly ..
MMWB could really have one
hell of an act if they use their
upcoming break from touring to
round out technically.
All things considered, Mission Mountain Wood Band is

The MIssion Mountain Wood Band may be on to80methlng If their
recent perfonnance at BSU says anything aboot their future.
worth watching for in the future.
An album of theirs is coming out
soon, and it should be interesting. Mission's style is basically

rowdy and at times outright
raunchy;
if that
can be
translated onto a recording, it'll
be worth hearing.

recital

presented
Angela Wurdella, Boise, will
present her graduating senior
voice recital in the Boise State
University Music AUditorium on
Friday evening, Feb. 11, at 8:15
pm.
Wurdella has been a performer in the Meistersingers, University Singers"Chorale, and the
Opera Theatre, organizations of
the Department of Music. Last
summer Wurdella was heard in
the role of Nellie Forbush in the
Summer Music Thwatre production of "South Pacific."
Accompanist Allen Ludwig,
Boise, and Wurdella will perform compositions from the
Italian, German, French and
contemporary American repertoire.
The public is invited to attend
thi s senior voice recital without
charge.

I~
~OPEN
1:15
,,,l'i/ill1l..
s;;
.; .'li".:.~;:~..

....
::;( .

Harold Pinter, author of the
next BSU Theatre production,
"The Birthday Party", was one
of the most outstanding exponents in the English-speaking
. world of the "Theatre of the
Absurd" in the early 1960's.
"The Birthday Party"
was
Pinter's first full length play and
like all his work, it has its
intangible element of barelyapprehended horror, much hu- ,
mor of a semi-grisly kind, and
such keenly~reproduced natural
dialogue that it leaves the
impression of terrific irrationality. Inhis plays, Pinter presents
to the audience characters so
realistic that it can be unnerving. However Pinter doesn't
stop there. He pokes and prods

on £.Dundilng'

NOWC
.

'Birthday Party' author strives for realism

_

-r.
;_<:~
,

_

,

",

': .. Nothing less than
the most exhilarating
entertainment of the
film year to date:"
Vincent Canby

-NEW '(ORK TIMES

[81 i:~
,
THESEVEN-PER-CENTSOLUTION
From the #1 Best-Selling

A UNIVERSAL

RELEASE

TECHNICOLOR@

TIMES: 1:30-3:25-5:30-7:35- 9:40

~

Novel

~

his characters into revealing bits
and pieces of themselves. Bits
and pieces that can be quite
frightening" when we the audiencerealize that those pieces fit .
quite nicely into our own lives.
The realism of Pinter's
charactefs" is being carried
through into the set and
costumes designed by Delores
Ringer. The size of the two
. story, run-down boarding house
now being constructed on the
Subal stage will also add to the
intimacy between the action and
the audience. Ms. Ringer says
that the main problem she is
faced with is not fitting her set

on the small Subal stage, but
rather it is trying to give the
boarding house a British feeling. She has searched through
numerous magazines and studied pictures of authentic British
homes looking for a style of
furniture or that certain curio or
placement of a chair, that
typifies the British home. The
play takes place in the present
so the costumes will reflect the
contemporary
British
styles
appropriate to each character.
The lighting design by Frank
Heise will also be as realistic as
possible.
Realism is what many

'Star'

audiences today crave. Theatre
should' 'Tell it like it is." Pinter
does just that. 'Some say he tells
more than people want to hear.
But students, in their search for
identity, journey fearlessly into
regions explored as yet by only a
few. Join the Theatre Department and adventure into the
real world as seen by Pinter.
Make your reservations early
for "The Birthday Party." The
box office will be open weekdays
from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.rn.
starting. Feb. 10.
All BSU
students admitted FREE with
activity card. Call 385-1462 or
come to the Subal box office.

An ego trip for Barbre
by Debby Stanard
I was sitting trying to think of
something different to write
about "A Star Is Born" that
hasn't already been written in
all the reviews before this one.
But I'm at a loss, so I'll be
repetitious.
I have not seen the two
previous movies that "A Star Is
Born" is rewritten from, but I
understand they were much
better. They surely couldn't
have been any worse. Barbra
Streisand was like a fish out of
water. It's good that when she
decided to become a singer she
didn't pick the rock category. I

don't think she was convincing
as a rock star in any way, shape.
or form. Streisand should stick
to musical comedy. The music
and songs were good, but
weren't quite rock, which didn't
help Streisand's performance as
a rock star any. Many too many
people, besides the great paul
Williams, had their fingers in
the musical pie.
I felt the flow' of scenes was
confusing; it was very hard .to
tell the length of time during
which the story took place,
whether it was weeks, months,
or years.
"
Kris Kristofferson gave a

convincing performance, but I
hear he may not really have
been any acting, that it may
have been for real. .I still liked
Kristofferson anyway.'
The photography and settings
were fantastic. Someone scored
in that area. I did get a lump in
my throat during the scene of
Kristofferson's death, the only
well-done scene in the entire
movie in my opinion.
In conclusion, the movie fell
short of its advertising promises. The only promise kept is .
Streisand, Streisand, Streisand
and more Streisand. "A Star Is
Born"
is a great
Barbra
Streisand ego trip.

Februaryz,
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toto: versoti~e, energetic, talented
";,-,

:',."; ",~

~~i

Bud Humphrey
ClUid Julie Sturdavant

Every member of'- the band
plays at least two instruments -Grom plays Bass, guitar and
baritone sax; Robertson sings
some lead, plays guitar, keyboard and tenor sax; Ose plays
drums,
trumpet
and bass
trombonetand Cooper, when
he's not-blowing that tenorsax,
plays keyboard and an occasional cowbell.
'
Roto has been trouping
around the .West and Midwest
in a reconverted school bus and
a VW Rabbit with high-class
roady Big John and the light
crew, Terry & Terry. Their
- present
tour with Mission
Mountain Wood Band is nearing
an end, and they're going home
to L.A. this week. "It's been
, tiring; we've been doing a lot of

ft/(}
:;~J:::ouryears . ago, Roto was
,fpJaying Christmas carols on a
";;J,bsAngeles street corner.
'il If they haven't yet attained
perstar status, at least Roto
s.progressed a good deal past
at point. Of Course, Roto isn't
ouraverage
raunch-em-out
ck band Those who have seen
em in at least one of their two
ncerts at Boise State this
season know how energetic,
~ersati1e and just plain talented.
'hey are.
.
.Their wide variety of musical
tyles and their wide-open act
an lead to s ime misconcepions, according to lead singer
','Off The Wally" Stietler. "In a
lot of places we're considered
just anovelty act. We've been
billed as comedy rock. That's
not the image we're trying to
put across."
e •

"

••

1

"We prefer to do concerts
rather than clubs or dances. The
people who see us in concert are
there to watch us perform,"
Stietler adds.
"We've been touring with
Mission Mountain Wood band,
and their show' is quite a bit
different from ours, "notes'
Grom. "They'll
have their
audiences that sometimes won't
appreciate us, and we'll have
our audiences that may not like
them. There are no personality

conflicts, though," he was quick
to point out.
"We've been looking for a
recording contract," commented Stietler. "There are a few
labels interested in us. We don't
want to sign with. just any
company, though. We need a
label that's interested in promothing us and our style of
performing. We like what we're
doing right now ... we'd like to
keep going on tour."
In what direction is the band
going to grow in the futurer
"We're going to try to expand
further than we have into the
musical aspect. Baxter and I
have been writing songs, and
that's the basis of where we're
looking for our growth."

Roto's "Buffalo Steve" GlOm
and his big bart on a particularly
stUTing solo passage.

From Ralph Bakshi,
master of animation, comes an
epic fantasy in wondrous color,
A vision of the world, 10 million years
in the future, where Wizards 'rule the
earth. And the powers of magic prevail
over the forces of technology in the
final battle for world supremacy.

",

Roto started outas a six-man
horn band. "Back then," states
Stiefler, '''we actually had more
of an act. We did a lot more
jumping' 'around back then, if
youcan believe-it. We did songs
like 'The'GOod Ship Lollipop'v.,'.
"Until awhile ago, we didn't
like to 'release our real names.
We wanted to be 'RcFlat Baxter'
and 'Buffalo-Steve' and all the
rest."
. ". ";; :
Two years after they got
together,. one .. member ..quit,
leavi~g Stie'tler; 'BaXter 'Robertson, Steve Grorn , "Uncle
Geoff" Cooper.rand Bob "Little
Orphan ;01Ii!f: OSe;'1t wasthen
that tneir presenf actstarted to
develop. "We added electric
instruments and drums, and.
started toolihg off the show. We"
got a Iittlermore' 'into the
music;" says' Stiefler.

miles. We didn't get much sleep
last. (Wednesday) night because
we had to drive here from
Missoula pretty soon after we
got finished
there,"
says
Stiefler.

,

•

The essence of Roto's show
is, as was mentioned after their
last Boise concert, ten top-notch
instrument'~" with five interchangeable musicians: "Hey,"
beams Steiner, "it really is fun
going' from instrument
to
instrument. I'm really learning
them an better than I would
otherwise. For instance, somef day I might be a guitarist.
~; (chuckles) I'm playing guitar in
., at least one or two numbers
~,' every show, besides singing and
iIi playing trombone, piano and
bass. It's great."

+
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Tequila Patty ,..
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Every Monday 8pm-12pm
AU Shots of
~
PANCHO VILLA
TEQUILA.
Drawings for T-Shlrts,
~
l;?l£
Sombreros, Belt Buckles
.:': Enjoy pinball, foos & pool.
~
8 iCDance to the best disco music in
;',~-te Boise
'
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Written, Produced and Directed by RALPH BAKSHI
Music Composed and Conducted by ANDREW BELLING
p~p~(~~~,G~~!~~;~~E~~.:~ Color by De Luxe"
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CADETS WANT SAME TRAINING
PROGRAM FOR WOMEN
A survey conducted at the Air" Force
Academy shows that men and, women
cadets think they should receive identical
training, and women do not think their
femininity is endangered
by engaging
in cadet training programs.'
..
The study was conducted
in two
phases - in August at the end of basic
cadet training (BCT) and in October.
The population for the first survey included 41 freshman women; 375 freshman men; ll5 upperclass cadet BCT
instructors; and-l l S sophomores undergoing survival training and not involved
in training the new cadets.
In the October survey 46 freshman
women and 243 freshman
men responded to the questionnaire.
BCT is a six-week training-program
designed to prepare entering class members for cadet life. It is divided into
two three-week sessions and includes
combat type training.
Lieutenant Colonel Gene Galluscio,
associate
professor
of
behavioral
sciences and
leadership,
supervised
the conduct
and analyses
of the
questionnaire.
For the first portion of the study,
freshman men and women were asked
if BCT was as hard physically and
mentally as they had expected. Women
said the physical and mental demands.
were somewhat more difficult, while
men said 4.twas slightly easier physically
but the mental stress was more than
anticipated.
All cadets said women should experience the same stress in BCT as did
the men and they did not see the need
for a separate training program
for
women.

EX-SMOKERS FEEL
BETTER, LAFAYETTE
POLL SHOWS'
Do people who are able to quit smoking differ from those who can't stop, and
do ex-smokers undergo physical and
emotional changes?
Armed with the results of a detailed
survey, J. Marshall Brown, Lafayette
College psychology professor, answers
"yes" to both questions.
Under
Brown's
supervision,
two
Lafayette students who have since
graduated analyzed data from more than
650 questionnaires.
Successful
exsmokers - and individuals who had
stopped temporarily but resumed within six months - recorded their attitude
toward smoking, their motivation for
quitting, and the strength and timespan
of their habit.
The results showed that unsuccessful
quitters and successful quitters, during
their smoking days, were smoking
about the same number of cigarettes.
The male-female distribution
and the
average level of education
for each
group were also very similar.
However, the successful ex-smokers
and those who returned to smoking differed in important ways. According to
Brown, the ex-smokers expressed more
concern with a specific health problem
or their general well-being. The exsmokers also were usually older - an
average of 12 years, and had smoked
longer - an average of II years, than
their unsuccessful counterparts.
Those who stopped, the researchers
found, were much more likely to cite
anti-smoking
pressures
from
their
family or acquaintances,
rather than
personal desire or self-discipline,
According to Brown, the study also
showed that giving up smoking brings
improved physical and emotional health.
Interestingly,
the ex-smokers who indicated the' greatest pleasure from giving up the habit were younger (under
42), had smoked less (fewer than two
packs a day), and had smoked for a
-'

In October,
freshman
men and
women said BCT was necessary to'
prepare them to be officers and it
increased
their confidence
in their
physical and psychological
stamina.
Women's confidence in their abilities
rose greater than did the men's.
Women . strongly
dissented
when
asked if they would
become
less
feminine as the year progressed and
if they would lose their femininity because of BCT. Some men did think
women lost some femininity in BCT and
were undecided whether women would
become less feminine.
"The men's reaction is interesting,
since they said that women should
undergo the same training as they do.
It appears that men experienced
a
conflict between their traditional
conception of women's appearance
and
the things women did during BCT,"
Galluscio said.
"The women fully understand
that
they were playing traditionally
recognized male roles during the summer but
this did not effect their self concept
as women."
"In other words, women knew they
did not display the traditional
appearance of women they had no
.makeup, wore fatigue
uniforms
and
quite often were dirty and perspiring.
And then, they were carrying rifles and
learning combat techniques,"
he said.
A statement which showed widest
disagreement between men and women
was whether women were capable of
doing everything men did during BCT.
The women said yes they were and the
men said no.
"On the surface there appears to be
shorter length of time (under 25 years).
On the whole, ex-smokers
were impressed by their better "general. disposition" and reduced dependence
on
"nerve pills," such as aspirin and tranquilizers. They also mentioned
better
sleeping habits and greater vitality.
And, though they often experienced
a weight gain, most ex-smokers
re. ported improved breathing and stamina,
and fewer headaches
and coughing
spells.
Brown characterizes the study as "a
substantial contribution to smoking research." A particularly
revealing finding, he says, is that "the health-conscious smoker and the smoker pressured
to quit by family, friends, or others have
the best chance of staying off the habit."
Lafayette College

SUPER-GONORRHEA
THREAT
Since the mid-60's, when oral contraceptives became generally available,
the number of cases of infection with
the bacteri urn Neisseria gonorrhoeae
has risen at an annual rate of 12%.
Today gonorrhea
is an epidemic
disease out of control.
Since the infected are predominantly adolescents and young adults, students should take notice of the fact
that the disease is losing its "easily
cured" reputation.
A new strain of
gonerrhea-producing
bacteria
manufactures an enzyme that kills penicillin,
the anti biotic used to fight the. disease.
The new strain is reported to be
cropping up at a rate of two or three
cases per week in the U.S.
The National Center for Disease Control recommends that a patients with
gonorrhea be checked seven to fourteen days after treatment
to confirm
cure.
If a patient is still infected after
treatment,
he should be treated with
another, hopefully effective antibiotic.
LANTHORN
Grand Valley State College

»>:

greatly differing opinions, but again it
is a
question
of
interpretation,"
Galluscio said.
"Men
interpreted
the
statement
literally while women were more liberal,
In their remarks, women said they knew
they were not as fast or as strong as

men. But they felt that, while' it may
have taken them longer, they did everything men did; and they thought their
level of effort was a great as the men,"
he said.
Office of Infonnation,

USAF Academy

ABSUG SPEAKS AT
CARNEGIE-MELLON
Representative
Abzug launched into
a commentary on one of the tremendous
ironies of the Ford administration.
Despite the promise of Gerald Ford to
install and maintain
an honest and
candid government, scores of examples
of illegalities .in American intelligence
activities, foreign and domestic, have
gone unpunished.
Abzug, chairman of
the House Committee investigating the
CIA, commented
that this is strange
since as far as she has seen, such
criminalism
is rampant.
She further
stated that college faculty
members
and students have been unwittingly sued
in CIA plots. In view of these facts,
Abzug feels that Ford's executive order
.authorizing
domestic spying in many
cases is unthinkable.
The order also
permits the opening of mail and the
assembly of files on any person. Being
the chairman of her committee, she had
read her own CIA file as part of the
investigation
and described
one particularly senseless article in it from the
Washington Post. The article concerned
a campaign party in which she had
participated in a small delicatessen on
the lower east side of New York City.
Upon examining this clipping, she could
not imagine why it was included in her
file. Then she noticed in the photograph
of the deli a large sign hanging in the
window urging people to "send a salami
to your boy in the army". "Obviously,"
she chuckled, "they thought there was
something
in the salamis!"
In conclusion she stated that secrecy has run
wi~d in recent years. Admittedly,
she
said, some secrecy in government
is
needed, but the present massive concern with concealing the truth is for
the ~ost part unwarranted. The people
of this country, including today's college
students, must exercise their right of
protest to bring an end to this madness.
Abzug then plugged both the ERA
and. the women's rights movement by
staung that more female involvement in

::,~(
.
.c. .•....
::,."
....••... ' '
,
....•.......

government is needed. At present there
is but a handful of women in the House
of Representatives,
none in the Senate,
and none on the Supreme Court. She
believes that both government
and
society in general have suffered from
this exclusion of women from important
positions; our present society is indeed
the result of a male-dominated
culture.
The introduction
of the values and influence of women into the basic structure of society is needed. Moreover, the
entire power structure of our society
must be changed,
for "how can we
permit our democracy
to continue if
only males are allowed to participate
in it?"
Adapting a delivery style of emotional.
fervor, Ms. A bzug then reverted back to
the underlying theme of her presentation, the importance
of youth voting
today. She commented
that since this
country has so many grievous problems,
"you have a job to do, a responsibility,
and it's about time you' get off your
chairs and participate!"
Furthermore,
it is from the schools of the nation that
the movements that will change society
and government will spring.
THE TARTAN
Carnegie-Mellon
University

***
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~~toraskasays most rapes reflect
ibn typical male, female roles

SPRING
IDEAS
at

+,~

Ii!by

Dave Outsen

Last Wednesday night, before
a standing-room-only crowd in
the Boise State University
Ballroom, the' Student Union
;';'Programs Board lectures committee and Student Residential
:! Life presented a program
;!entitled "How to Say No to a
j Rapist And Survive."
The
speaker, Frederic Storaska, is
the founder and president of the
National Organization for the
Prevention of Rape Assault.
Storaska has been working in
the area of rape prevention
since 1964. He feels that a major
cause of rape in the United
States is the forced role of maleaggression, and female passivism.
•
Storaska uses humor in his
discourse on rape prevention to
create a mood to discuss an
otherwise' •'unpalatable
subject." He feels a person will
remember a topic easier if it is
presented i~ a humorous manner.
Storaska focuses his talk on
what to do when the assailant
appears. His main point was

assault by confusing the assail-ant, He suggests
that the
woman "emotionally overpower" her assailant.
Storaska emphasized
that
whatever the woman does, she
must minimize any chance of
harm to herself.

r

Brenda Foster
(,

Laurie Holtz

Storaska did .a good job
presenting a difficult subject.
The few comments from the
audience Storaska answered
quickly or passed over. The
lecture was well worth the three
hours spent attending it.

modeling
new Ideas for
Spring
layaway now

',Frederlc Storub
that the woman should "go
along until she sees or can make
a chance to safely react." He:
does not feel that a woman
should submit, but that she
should "diffuse violence" and
create an opportunity to escape.
He gave sev.eral examples of
techniques women have used to
elude their assailants. In most of
the examples the woman changed the momentum of the

't~~LITY
Used Furniture
Ata
./

reasonable pri~e
Weekdays 10·5:30
Sat. 10-4:00
421 S. 9th. Boise
336.4246

.

CAPIT?L

II

LOST JANUARY 31 1977 _. In
Library Leamlng Center or SUB
small round turquoise color
earring with sUver colored metal
•• screw back. Please take to
Info Desk at the SUB.

messeng~[ts. notices
~trYttSifie~

personals are printed free of charge in the ARBITER
MESSENGER SERVICE. Items must be submitted by Thursday
noon.
•

LOST OR STOLEN:' Anyone
finding or knowing the whereabouts of a white and orange
coffee cup lost in the Liberal
Arts Building. Please return to
LA room 228.

Lawrence FerUnghetti will give
a poetry readhig Thlll'Sday
February 11 at 8;00 pm in the
Special Events Center. Free to
the public.
.

WOKING FOR A RENTAL?
May we help. Rental Referral,
5819 Overland phone 377·5122.
$10 fee.
Bob Rodman, a Jewelry maker
who Is knewn statewide, will
demonstrate and discuss two
methods of ring making, fabric·
ation and casting at the Boise
Gallery of Art on February 12
from 2:00·5:00 pm. All those 12
years and older are invited to
attend.
The cost Is 53.00 per person.

ARE YOU READY to kick the
smoking habit? If you want to
quit smoking, there is no time
Uke the present. The American
Cancer Society Is conducting a
... non-smoking cllnie startbJg Feb.
15. In the past, 80% of those
who attended thIs clinic have
stopped smoking. ThIs program
takes up Just two evenings a
week for a month. It doesn't
emphasize the hannfnl effects
of smoking, but teaches you how
to quit smoking. For further
information, call Pam Lewis at
343-4609.

Answers

to Trivia Rat

announcements

from page 10
1. "Britt Reid."

7. Reno, Nevada.
8. "Ten Thousand Bedrooms,"
MGM,1957.
9. "Louie, Louie."

3. Robert
S. Macnamara,
appointed 1961 and served
through President Johnson's
administration.
,

4. "Sorry about that, chief' and
"would you believe .. .'
5. Theodore Dreisser, 1925.
6. Robert Matthias, U.S., 1948
and 1952. The first at age 17.

10. Desi Arnaz, Jr. (Lucy's
$50,000,000 Baby) He was born
Janury 19, and the editors of a
brand-new television magazine
thought it only fitting that both
infants
make their debuts
together. With the arrival of
Desi Jr., the Baby was written
into the script of "I Love Lucy,"
which became the most popular
show in TV history.

ALL· CAMPUS ORGANIZA·
tions are urged to contact the
ASB Public Relations Office for
assistance in scheduling any
upcoming events. The ASB
Public Relations Office can
assist in Campns News outlets,
public notices, media coverage,
etc. The ASB Public Relations
offices are located on the 2nd
floor of the SUB next to the
Senate Chambers, or phone ..
385·1622.
POLITICAL ACI1VISTS _. To·
night hear Frank Massameno
speak on the Evoluti«!n of
Politics 7:30 pm In the SUB. On
Mondav. February 19 the topic
I~ the "Relationshfp fH,tWeenFood and Consclousness.'Sponsored each Monday night
. at 7:30 pm by the Namgyal
Group.

There will be a public forum on
Self-Protection for Women addressing home, street and car
safety. The program will be
conducted by Federal Officer
Healy from .Seattle, and will
include a 81m, demonstrations
and lecture. All persons are
welcome, and It Is free, It will
take place at the YWCA at 7:30
pm on March 7. information
about the Rape Crisis AllIance
will be available after the
meeting. No charge.

FOR SALE: A PAIR of AR 2AX
speakers. $200' or best offer.
Call Mark evenings at 345·2516.

CONGRESSMAN Steve Symms
will give a special lecture at the

2. Spahn (Warren), Sain (John),
who. played for the Boston
Braves during the 40's and 50's.

\

at MAIN BOISE, IDAHO 83702' Phone 345.6383

BSU Special Events Center,
FrIday, Feb. 11, 1977 at .8:40
am. IDs topic will be the
Congressional Process. All fnterested students are invited to
attend.
The deadline date for petitions
for refunds of student major
medical fees is February 15.
Petitions can be turned in to Bob
Bowe~
'the Senate Office in
the Student Union Building
anytime up to the deadUne date
dally from 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm,

WOULD THE PERSON who
leaves their coille dog outside
the LA building look after it
please, or we will try to find It a
home.
.

personals

"Be anxiously concerned with
. the needs of the age ye live in,
and center your deliberations on
Its exigencies and reqnlremeats."
~
·Baha'u'Uah

KBSU t-shlrts are now on sale
at the station, 2242 University
Drive. The shirts come in either
white or tan and sport a colorful
reproduction of the KBSU logo
in yeUow and bright pink,
bOrdering the logo, which Is in
black. The shirts come in small,
medium', large and extra large
and cost a mere pittance at
54 each. The supply Is limited,
so get one before they're all
gone.
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[ Astronomy ...
(eont. from page 8)
ftfty years, ,'It Is that there Is
apparently conclusive evidence
that the sun, moon, planets, and
stars are all made of the same
stuff, varieties and ~mblnations of atomic particles and
molecules, all govemed by
uniform laws of physics.... It
does not make sense to suppose'
that the various planets and the
mOOD, all with rather similar
physical properties, could 'manage to affect' human affa1rs in
totally dissimUar fashions.
Secondly, astrology does not
even take into account all of the
major bodies in our solar
system, let alone all those in our
galaxy or the universe,
logers make their planetary
computations using only the
planets known to the ancients;
they do not take into account

those planets discovered by
modem science (Uranus, Nep-'
tune and Pluto).
. Thirdly, astrologers, in their
computations, do not take into
account the inverse square law
(the amount of radiation received by a body varies as the
inverse square of its distance
from the source of the radiation). ,
Fourthly, the most popular
type of astrology is natal
astrology (astrological forces
. supposedly leap into action at
the moment of an individual's
birth imprinting him/her with
certain characteristics), Modem
biology has made it extremely
clear that the younger an
organism is, the more susceptible it is to outside influences.
Thus, it would make much more
sense to place the moment of

astrological imprinting at the
time of conception rather than at
the time of birth. The reason
astrologers choose the time of
birth is obvious~~nience;
it's virtually impossible to .know
the time of conception for all but
a very few individuals. The
choice of the time of birth as the
moment of astrological influence makes no sense at all (it
might be objected that the
mother's body shields the baby
from astrological
influences
until birth, but that argument
.ignores the fact that almost all .
babies are 'born indoors, and
that it would have to be a very
weird type, of radiation which
could penetrate
steel and
concrete but not a few inches of
human flesh).
Some astrologers, especially
the "humanistic" variety, dis-

count criticisms

rational basis for -belief in
astrology, the matter should not
be dismissed lightly; belief in
astrology is dangerous,both
to
its believers .and society as a
whole.
.,.

such as the

above, by claiming that it's not

the planets and stars which
supposedly produce astrological
effects, that the positions of the
astronomical bodies only ser:ve
as "indications" of astrological
forces. By, taking such, a:
position, they are, in, effect,
saying that for unknown reasons
the positions of some of .the
stars and planets are indications
of the effects 'Of unknown,
undetectable forces emanating
from unknown, undetectable
sources.
Such a proposition is, even
more ludicrous than the traditional astrological view that the
stars and planets influence our
daily lives:
'
.

*

*

Even though

* :
there

is

no:

'.Many people make 'i~p~rta~t
person~I ,decisions", based, in

whole o,r in part upor; astrologic,albel~~,fs.,G!,,~~.tlJ.~,gr9uoqlessness of fait~:jJt 'astml~gy~)t's
"inl~yita,ble that: maI!Y. unfortu.nate decisions ar.€(,.the.result. of
such.. ,beliefs~ . The., ::p,t:;qIic~l?1,ls
influence of articles like, "Astro-

,

[

!

..logy,:;
;r~dgi~gj:o~p~tip~~y;,'
.is
,a~asy

inpoint.v.;
,

,,';'.'.'

,.

'':-'

~.. .

.

;

,

.'. Also, it's quite Iikely: that
, many, who believe in" astrology
~lJffer psychological .damage. by
trying to make their actions and
personal characteristics fit into
. the mold prescribed for'tli~m by
astrology,' 'regardless
how
much at odds die pr,e~cril)ed
'traits and actions
~ith'their
" personalities."
Beliefin astrology
dangerous to the rest ofus as well,
because .such a belief reinforces
. and gives respectability
'to
irrational patterns of' thought
and beliefs. Also, as astrology is
in some sense a system' of
preordination (various astrologers maintain' that 'astrology
"controls"
"influences"
or
"can serv~ as ro~d guid~" the
, difference between those is one
of degree, not of substance), it
encourages
passivity, which
quite obviously plays into the
hands of the powers-that-be.
After all, if your life: is
'preordained, why not just", 'sit
back and let things flow I" '

'of

Ernri~n~entalp~ti
.
~an~gement,
NaYI atlonal ~tems,

'"

\

\.

are

is

,\

rt sa ~ Boating safety

and
Mnglives.

:.J

...

,

a

William Sloan Coffin put the
matter well when he said that
"The growing
interest
in
astrology is a beautiful example
, ofthe lobotomized passivity that
results from the alienating
influence of modem technological society." (quoted in TIme,
March
21,
1969).
The psychological reasons for
belief in astrology have been
obvious for many years. In 1940,
Gordon W. Allport drafted,' a
statement entitled "Psychologists State Their Views on
Astrology." which was subsequently endorsed by the executive council of the Society for
Psychological Study of Social
Issues.
A portion
of the
statement is reproduced belo~.

It Is unfortunate that In the
minds of many people astrology

The~eare~ustso';le of the fields you're likely
to work In while you re an officer in
the Coast Guard.
,
Of course,you'll get a lot of specialized training. Not in the classroom,
but on the job while you perform your
duties. That way you'll develop leadership and management skills. The Coast
Guard's a small organization with relat,ively few officers. So we put your
talents and ability to use as qUickly
as possible.
Coast Guard officers are well

paid. But ~hat we really offe~ you is richly
rewarding work. Work that s meaningful.
To you and to your country.
The Coast Guard's got a lot to offer colleg~ grad~ates. So, before you decide what
you re gOing to do after graduation, get the
full story when our representative visits
your ~ainpus. Your college placement
offICe ean arrange an appointment.
Or call us, toll free, at 800-4248883 for the location of your
nearest Coast Guard officer recruiter.

The Coast Guard. \:)

Our representative will be on your campus March 1

Is confused with true science.
The result of this confusion Is to
prevent these people from
, developing truly scientific habits of thought that would h~lp
them to understand the natural ,
social, and psychological factors
that are actually, lnfulenclng
their destinies. It Is, of course,
true that science Itself Is a long
way from a fInal solution to the
social and psychological problems that perplex mankind; but
its accompUshments to date
clearly Indicate that men's
destinies are shaped by their
own actions In this world. The
heaveuly bodies may be ,""ely
left out of account. Oni rates
rest not In our stars, but In'
ourselves.
,

t;';
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Grass decriminalization laws mounted nationwide
.

by Steve Lemken
(CPS)--Regarding the ever
popular subject of marijuana,
there are great expectations for
the year 1977 as decriminalization efforts are being shifted
into the proverbial "high gear"
with eyes focusing to the west,
specifically California.
William Brown, California
Assemblyman, D-San Francisco, introduced a bill in the state
legislature on Febuary 1 which
would reduce the penalties for
cultivating up to six marijuana
plants for private use. The new
bill, if passed, would make
growing and cultivating
a
misdemeanor, with a maximum
$100 fine.
Currently, the law says that
this is a felony. Possession of an
ounce or less however, is a
misdemeanor, handled by a
traffic-style citation and a fine
not to exceed $100. The new bill
is a milestone for the people
advocating
the reform and
decriminalization of marijuana
laws and proponents feel that
there is a good chance for the
bill's passage. Presently, Alaska is the only state in the U. S.
which allows people to grow it,
smoke it and give it away--in
private, though.
the advocates of
, Leading
.

. '.'

reform is the National Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws (NORML). Gordon Brownel, NORML west
coast director, said that decriminalization bills would be introduced in many western states
this year, including New Mexico, Washington, Nevada and
Hawaii. Nevada may be considered a special target state, since
it is the last with laws treating
possession, even one joint, as a
felony. The penalty ranges as
high as a 52000 fine and one to
six years in prison.
In a joint report compiled by
several federal agencies and
released in the government's
state of the union report on drug
abuse, marijuana smoking was
said to be approaching the
"saturation
level" and the
report suggested
that the
government decide on a policy
. for treating those found in
possession of small amounts,
either by decriminalization or
imposing sanctions other than
criminal penalties.
In New York City, a survey of
100 judges and rehabilitation
specialists showed that a majority believe that the state's
current, tough narcotics laws
are not working.
The survey, conducte.d by the

, ~i~s Addiction Agency Services, showed that a majority
supported decriminalization of
the possession of small amounts
of heroin and other narcotics.
Marijuana is lumped in with
"other narcotics." Jerome Hornblass, commissioner pf the
agency, also noted that "this
marks the first major survey in
the U. S. that finds judges and
drug treatment specialists expressing a common desire to
deemphasize the use of courts
and law enforcement agencies
to deal with the drug problem
and to begin treating addiction
(of heroin and other addictive
drugs) as an emotional and
physical problem, rather than as
a crime." It should be noted
that at one time alcoholism was
also treated as a crime in this
country.
In California, the state Office
of Narcotic and Drug Abuse has
just released the results of a
federally funded study which
said that the state's taxpayers
have been saved at least $25
million in police and court costs
since the passage of their
decriminalization law last year.
Brownel contends that the
figure is closer to $50 million.
The report indicates a 47 per
cent decrease in the number of

adults in California being cited
for possession charges. Also in
noticeable decline were the
number of grass seizures and
arrests for trafficking. In Los
Angeles alone there was a 34
per cent decline in the number
of arrests, contradicting the
" belief of Ed Davis, L A. police
chief, who had been a very vocal .
critic and had predicted an orgy
of marijuana smoking. The
study, in determining its results, compared the first six
months of 1976 with the same
period of a year before.
And up in the Big Sky
country,
a Montana
state

.

senator is expected to introduce
a bill reducing penalties for
possession similar to other
states with decriminalized laws.
The bill, endorsed and prepared
by the Montana County Attorneys Association, suggest three
penalty levels, the minimum
being ten days in the county jail
and/or a 5100 fine for the first
offense and the maximum, a
$1000 fine and/or one year in
jail for three time offenders. It
still may seem a bit stiff, but if
you consider the current penalty ,a year in jail and/or $1000 for
the first offense, it is a start.

TREAT'S

FORMERLY "WRANGLER ROAST BEEF N' HAM"
Open 11 a.m. - 7 Days A Week
Inside Dining - Take Out & Drive Thru Service
French Dip - Roast Beef - Ham - Pastrami Sandwiches - Hot Dogs
Fishburgers - Fried Chicken Western Style - Salad Bar - Finger
Steaks - Fish N' Chips - Mini Shrimp & Jumbo Prawns
Coke - Shakes
Coffee Only 20c a Cup, Refills Free
650 Vista Ave.
Old Milwaukee - Schlitz
336-1696
RON TREAT· OWNER/MANAGER
SAME MANAGEMENT AND OWNERSHIP • SAME GREAT
FOOD - NOTHING HAS CHANGED BUT THE NAME

• The truth behind the BSUMulti-Purpose
Pavilion-Sports Palace?
-What really happened to Cinderella?
• How you can actually tell if an elephant's
been in your ooquiri? • What two ASBSUstudent leaders moonlight
as the world's most spectacular animal
act?

Find out all this and more in
.

,

the

NationalArmbiter

........ .... . coming soon to a newsstand near you
It's' better than A
Star is Bornl
.
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BrJ29cos face
'by D. Allen Dalten, Provisional
ARBITER

,

i
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- coJlegiate,'

Sports

EdItor

With a 1-7 record in the Big
Sky, the Boise State Broncos are
now faced with the.improbable
task of winning
six straight
conference encounters to make,
the post-season playoffs.
After
last week's
losses to Weber
(68-51) and Northern' Arizona
, (86-85), the Broncos find themselves tied with Idaho for the
cellar in the Big Sky, with
Gonzaga (4-4), NAU (3-5), and
Montana State (3-5) ahead of
them in the race for the fourth
playoff spot.
This week the Broncos return
to the BSU fieldhouse for games
against 'Montana and Montana
State. The Bronco Gym, once a
haven for BSU, has not been
very kind this year, as the
defending
Big Sky Champions
are 0-3 in conference play and a
break-even 5-5 overall at home.
The Broncos need two wins this

weekend to keep their threaddangling playoff hopes alive.
One loss and Bronco fans may 1
as well stay home the rest of the
season.
Coach Bus Connor must add
'up the strengths and weaknesses of his squad in preparation
for this weekend's
contests.
Even the slightest miscalculation and he can kiss the season
good-bye.
On the plus side, Connor can
look to senior Kevin Goetz, who
has averaged 15.5 points over
the last four games; son Steve
Connor, who continues to do a
fine job running the offense,
though his shooting has suffered lately; Trent Johnson, who
has finally found a home at
guard; and, Danny Jones, who
has begun to live up to his
potential
over the last four
contests.
'
On the negative side, Connor
must figure a way to find a
scoring and rebounding
punch

rucia I tests

at center. While Sean McKenna
looked impressive on the boards
over the weekend, he has not
produced
the scoring
punch
needed in the Bronco attack.
Freshman
John Mayfield has
not provided
scoring
in his
appearances
either.
Turnovers
continue to plague the Broncos,
but they must be expected of an .
offense which features only one"
bona fide ball handler.
Steve Barrett,
who looked
good enough to start two weeks
ago, was used only sparingly by
Connor on the southern
road
trip, and this may well have cost
the Broncos.
An alternative
with Barrett
in the starting
line-up
must be considered,
such as Jones at center, Barrett
and Goetz at forwards,
with
Connor and Johnson at guards.
The argument
that it's too
late in the season to try a new
line-up should be disregarded,
as Coach Connor has shuffled
his line-up all year, and to date,

20 of 58 attempts.
. The Broncos take their 9-3
record
on the
road
this
weekend, facing the University
of Idaho
Friday
njjht
and
Washington State on-Saturday.
Boise State 73" Utah State 63.
Utah State- Montgomery
18,
Shirley 10, Furhiman 8, Poppleton 6, McGahhan
6, Hull 8,
Mazzetta 4, Hirschinger
3.
Boise State- Burrell 18, Ereksen
18, Elliott 12, Clegg 11, Falen 4,
Phillips 8, McCurdy 2.
'I

Boise State 45, Seattle-AAU

t\NO,

fall to Brigham Young

to 9-3 with pair of wins
Lumbermen.
Elaine
Elliott
and
Elaine
Clegg each scored 12 points,
JoAnn Burrell scored 11' and
Kendra Falen-added.Ifl points to
complete the Boise scoring.
Clegg hit a short jumper with
a minute left in the game to win
the contest, as the AAU women
battled
back from a 26-18
halftime deficit.
The Lumbermen's Vonnie Evanhoff missed
a last-second
attempt
which
would have beaten Boise.
Evanhoff
led the Seattle
quintet with 12 points for the
evening.
The Broncos won the game at
, the charity stripe, hitting 8 of 10
shots, while the AAU team
managed only four free throws.
Both teams shot 35 per cent
from the floor, BSU canning 18
of 51 shots while the Axers hit

While Boise must win both of
this week's games to keep their
extremely slim hopes alive, the
Broncos' hopes could receive a
boost Saturday
night
if, in
combination with victories over
UM and MSU by the Broncos,
the Idaho Vandals upset Northern Arizona in Flagstaff.
And if
the fact that BSU needs help
from the likes of the inept
Vandal team doesn't prove how
fragile the Bronco playoff hopes
are, nothing will.'
'

·Wrestlers win

BSU women stretch record
The Boise State women's
basketball
team upped
their
season's record to 9-3 over the
weekend with victories over the
Utah State, Aggies
and the
Seattle Lumbermen (AAU).
The Friday contest
against
the Aggies saw the Broncos
jump to a 31-30 halftime edge,
and then outscore their opponents 42-33 in the second period
to claim a 73-63 win.
JoAnn
Burrell
and
Kim
Ereksen
led the Broncos
in
scoring with 18 a piece, while
Elaine Elliott and Elaine Clegg
added 12 and 11 ,respectively.
Cindy
Montgomery
led the
Aggie attack with 18 counters.
In Saturday's
contest,
only
four Broncos found the scoring
Column, but all hit in double
figures to lead BSU to a 45"44
squeaker over the experienced

won four of its last five games,
and enters this week with a good
chance of making the playoffs,
as their last four games are at
home.
Bruce Smith; the 6-11
Bobcat center,
has improved
steadily throughout the season,
and keeping him in check will be
the key for the Broncos.
5-10
guard Mick Durham is averaging 15 points a game and is the
top Bobcat outside threat.

the Broncos are 6-14.
Hardly
noting of success.
The Grizzly team the Broncos
face Friday night have built a
6-2 BSAC record, 14-5 overall,
though the questionable
use of
Lee Johnson in fifteen games
could make the Montana record
3-5 and 3-16. Last weekend saw
the Grizzlies split a road trip,
losing to Gonzaga 63-60 and
beating Idaho 69-63. Michael R.
Richardson
and
Michael
J.
Richardson
lead the Montana
attack with the former scoring at
a 18 point pace, and the latter
averaging
10 rebounds
per
contest.
With Johnson in the
line-up,
the
Broncos
would
probably be faced with disaster,
but with him sidelined due' to
possible NCAA violations, the
Broncos have the potential to
prevail.
Saturday night's
contest against Montana State could' well
determine
the fate of Bronco
basketball this year. MSU has

44.

Seattle- Lahti 4, J;vJnhoff 12,
McOeany 6, Turndull ,8, Potter
2, Hopper 12.
Boise- Burrell 11, Elliott 12,
Falen 10, Clegg 12.

The Boise State University
wrestling team raised their dual
record to 8-10 this past week as
Coach Mike Young's grapplers
triumphed 26-15 over Washington State
and 24-21
over
Portland State before losing to
nationally-ranked
Brigham
Young
University
34-9 on
Saturday night.
In Wednesday night's victory
over the Cougars, the Broncos
fell behind early, losing three of
the first four matches, but came
on strong, winning five straight
matches
before
heavyweight
Brad Moulton lost to WSU's
Brian Pfiefer 11-5.
Leon Madsen, Randy Watson
and Tim Matthews
looked
impressive
for BSU,
with
Madsen taking the 126-pound
class decision 12-0 over Mike
Quann, Watson triumphing 14-0
over Allen Acheson at 158, and
Matthews defeating Kevin Yanasak 11-2 at 177 pounds.
Thursday night, Boise took an
early 11-0 lead as Hector Cedillo
won by forfeit and Leon Madsen
won a superior decision 15-2
over Gunnar Nordhal.
Portland
took three straight wins, two by
pins, to go on top 15-11 before
Randy Watson and Lou Grasso
won decisions
to put the
Broncos in the lead, 17-15, to
stay.
Saturday night's contest with
eleventh-ranked
BYU ended as
expected, but Coach Young was
especially
'pleased
with
the
performance
of his team.
All
the matches were close, except
.for the 158 pound pair-up.
At
158, Randy Watson earned a
superior decision over MIW A
champion David Hansen, 19-7.

The 190 pound' class featured
brothers Steve and Roy Needs,
who fought to a 6-6 standoff in
the highlight
match
of the
evening.
The Bronco grapplers
travel
to Albuquerque,
New Mexico
this weekend to take part in the
New Mexico Tournament.
After
the tourney, Boise faces Weber
State at home before preparing
for the Big Sky Championships
;March 4 and 5.

State
State 15.

Boise

26,

Washington

118-Grindstaff
(WSU) dec. H.
Cedillo, 3-2.
126- Madsen (BSU) dec. Quann,
12-0
134- Goodwin (WSU) dec. R.
Cedillo, 4-1.
142- Drllevich (WSU) pm. Brady,
2nd.
'
,
1507-2.
158son,
1676-4.
>-

Styron (BSU) dec, Zuroske,
'Watson (BSU) dec.. Ache14-0.
Grasso (BSU) dec. James,
'

177- Matthews·
(BSU) dec.
Yanasak, 11-2.
190- Needs
(BSU) won by
forfeit.
.
Hwt- Pfiefer (WSU) dec. Moulton, 11-5.
.
Boise
21.

State 24, Portland State

118- H. Cedillo (BSU) won' by
forfeit.
'
'
126- Madsen
hal, 15-2.

(BSU) dec. Nord-

[eont, on page 23]
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Tucker: Michigan to be upset
by Berijamln Tucker

University of San Francisco Dons took all the first place
votes in the February
5
ARBITER Division I College
Basketball Poll to safely outdistance UCLA. Based on games
through February 4, USF, with a
22-0 record, led fourteen other
teams in the balloting. '

. .The

ARBITER Poll
1. USF (22-0)
80
2. UCLA (17-2)'
72
3. Kentucky (15-2)
60
4. Michigan (16-2)
41
5. Marquette (14-2)
37
6. UN- Las Vegas (17-2)
36
7. Wake Forest (17-2)
35
8. Minnesota (15-1)
30
9. Alabama (16·2) ,
26
10.Louisville (15-2)
16
Others Receiving Votes: Tennessee (15-3), Cincinnati (15-3),
Clemson (17-3), Providence
(18-2), Utah (15-4).
In the Big Sky race, Weber
and Idaho State are tied for the
lead after the Wildcats beat ISU
on Saturday.
With only six
games remaining, here are the
Big Sky Standings:

Idaho State
Weber.
Montana
Gonzaga
NAU
Mont. State
BSU
Idaho

7·1
7·'1
6-2
4-4
3-5
3-5
1-7
1-7

15-4
15-5
14-5
8-12
10"9
8-11
6-14
3-16

The top match-ups for games
of February 7 through February
13 take place in Minneapolis on
February 7 and Las Vegas on
February 12. Monday night,
number four rated Michigan
travels to the Gopher state to
play eighth-ranked Minnesota
in a battle for the Big 10 lead.
The Wolverines, who have been
inconsistent during the past two
weeks, will be taking on a
Gopher team which has yet to
lose a game at home this year.
Led by All-American candidate
Ray Willaims, the Minnesotans
should pull off an upset,
something which should help
soothe the Gophers, who are
ineligible for NCAA post-season
play.
Saturday night number ten
Louisville travels into the Silver

state to play sixth-ranked
Nevada- Las Vegas.
The
Rebels, who barely managed to
win two''OTTh:i'ee
road games last
week, will have to get their act
together against the Cardinals,
who have been playing exceptionally of late. The feeling here
is that Coach Jerry Tarkanian
will manage to patch-up the
Vegas offense, and Louisville's
trip into Fun City will end on a
disappointing note.
Other top' games for the week
will have Clemson at Wake
Forest on Tuesday night, and
Michigan at Indiana on Sunday
afternoon national television. In
these contests, the Deacons and
Wolverines should prevail.
In the BSAC, this weekend
could well decide the playoff
teams for the post-season
tourney. Boise .Statemust win
both of their games against the
Montana schools to keep their
slim hopes alive, while NAU
could nearly cinch a spot with
victories over both Gonzaga and
Idaho. Both Weber and ISU
should post two victories 'this
weekend.

In other conference races,
number one San Francisco has
taken a commanding
West
Coast Athletic Conference lead
at 8-0, with Nevada-Reno at 4-2.
Odds are 1-5 that USF will take
the crown.
In the WAC, Utah and
Arizona remain in a tight race,
with New Mexico close on their
heels. Arizona is a 2-1 favorite
to win their second straight
WAC crown, with Utah at 5-2,
and New Mexico at 8-1.
In the Southwest Conference,
the Arkansas Razorbacks have
run off eleven wins without a
loss and have the SWC crown all
. wrapped up.
Tennessee,
Alabama, and
Kentucky continue to be the
class of the SEC, with, the
Volunteers
leading on the
strength of a 10-0 mark. The
Vols are the 2-1 favorite here,
with the Crimson Tide and
Wildcats both at 3-1.
The Big-S season, like the
football race, has become a
scrambled five team affair, with
Missouri leading Kansas, Kansas State, Oklahoma,
and
Nebraska by one game.
The

Bronco tracksters in good shape
by Terry McGuire

No one ever defined the limits
of a season, especially for track,
Anywhere in the world today, at
this moment, there is competition taking place, whether in a
grand sports arena or along an
uninhabited stretch of river. It's
an individualized competition to
be sure, yet somewhere in the
back of a competitor's mind, he
knows .he must challenge his
peers, to prove to them and
himself his abilities.
'
Along a river in Boise, there
stands an elaborate, modern
stadium; the football field is
covered with snow neglected till
spring, but the track around it is
cleared 'and constantly used.
Everyday is the only time to
train for track and, field, and
everyday is the only time
someone on the Boise State
track club is running, improving, fighting cold and snow,
anticipating the first meet and
more over,- a test, for himself
and his competition.
Coach Ed Jacoby leads a very
young track team into competition this year, not a building
year, but an all out surge.
Jacoby has a number of pluses
going for him this year, perhaps
the two brightest, his distance
runners and a crop of fourteen
superb freshmen,
amongst
them high school All-Americans, and, national
record
holders.
The Boise State
Cross-Country team placed 19th
in last year's NCAA finals,
outscoring most Western clubs,
including all of the P~c'':8~ That
is an admirable feat for a
relatively isolated school, and
most of those distance runners,
trained through the winter for

this spring's season. Amongst
them: Jim Van Dine, a transfer
from San Mateo JC, and Gil
Esparza garnished most of the
press coverage, but there are a
host of others.
Idaho natives Mark Tappen
and Glen Lorenson, freshman
and junior respectively, should
have fine seasons, according to
Jacoby, as should miler Steve
Collier; 4:10.2 mile, from
Ontario.
•'The cross country is the
back bone of the squad,"
Jacoby noted, "we depend on
them a great deal. .. it's a big
advantage to have the distance
runners coming into the meet,
for the other kids."
Jacoby's sprinters are very
young and very quick.
A
freshman from Ghana, West
Africa, Eddie Frank Wilson,
holds his country's 440 mark
and also is a fine intermediate
hurdler. Joining Wilson at the
440 are Dave Barclay, sophomore from Borah High School,
with a best of 50.2; Ron
Bradford from Nampa running
at 49.2, and 10.1 in the 100. The
lightning men of the sprints
include Marvin Reid from
Baltimore, a high school AllAmerican trackster, who pulls a
9.6 in the 100 and 21.05 in the
220. Reid has four years at
Boise State, and should improve
greatly. As will Jud Mayes, the
Canadian Junior National Indoor record holder of the 100 at
9.6, who' also long jumps at a
respectable
23'8".
Jacoby
might pull some strength from
Danny Jones, the basketballer,
who can do a 9.7 100, while long
jumping at 25'2112".
Hurdlers Ronny Gaines, who
Jacoby described as "greatly

improved"
and Boise High
graduate Greg Gardner, can do
the 110 hurdles in 14.4 and 15.2,
respectively. They along with
Wilson, Ross Masson, freshman
53,6 440 hurdles, 14.4 110,
shore up a fine hurdling squad.
The field men includes many
footbailers, such as Mark Slaten
in the triple and high jumps,
Dennis Brodiar (freshman from
Boise High), and Gary Gorrell,
who Jacoby expects to beef up
the discuss and shot put squads,
Randy Collier, transfer from
. CSI, vaults at 15'6", along with
Jeff Wilson, who also throws the
javelin at 156'6" /186<!.!.!·.With
Jones and Mayes at the long
jump and Kenny Harris 6'9"
high, Slaten 6'9" and Meridian's Jeff Schroeder, 6'101/2",
the field squads carry much.
clout into a meet.
Jacoby spoke for awhile about
the Big Sky and upcoming
meets.
He described the
conference as "the fourth or
fifth best in the nation, each
year there's
significant improvement, its a very competi-

tive track.
I look for big
improvement in Idaho, due
mainly to their indoor facilities,
of courseIdaho State is always
tough, they're the defending
champions.' ,
Boise State has a tough
schedule this year, hosting BYU
and Washington State, April 9.
Jacoby
likes the idea of
competition with schools of this
caliber. He said, "It gives our
kids a big boost running against
class competition."
Regarding the Olympics and
specifically last year's African
boycott in Montreal, Jacoby
said, "It was an unfortunate
situation... it held out four or
five of the best athletes in the
world in various events. They
(The Olympics) have become
political, many athletes are
tainted and exploited, for their
country's actions."
Boise State travels to provo,
Utah on February
19 to
participate in the BYU Indoor
Invitational, then hosts the BSU
All comers Meet on March 5.

Tigers are 2-1 favorites, with
Kansas 5-2" Oklahoma 3-1,
Kansas State 6-1, and Nebraska
10-1.
Last week's record was 26-1
(.963 percentage) to bring the
seasonal .mark to 58-12, for a
.826 slate.
This Week
National Games
February 7
Florida State v. Kentucky (+6)
at Louisville, Ky.
Michigan at Minnesota (+4)
UPSET SPECIAL
Alabama (+ 5) at Mississippi
Louisville (+ 14) at Dayton
Tennessee (+ 11) at Florida
February 8
Clemson at Wake Forest (+5)
February 9
Loyola at Marquette (+ 10)
SW Louisiana at Louisville
(+11)
February 10
USF (+12) at UN-Reno
UCLA (+4) at Washington
State"
Denver at UNLV (+ 8)
Ohio State at Minnesota (+ 7)
February 12
USF (+9) at St. Mary's
UClA at Washington (+4)
UPSET SPECIAL
Auburn at Kentucky (+ 7)
Louisville at UNLV (1-3)
Norht Carolina State at Wake
Forest (+7)
Manhattan at Marquette (+ 19)
Mississippi State at Alabama
(+8)
Minnesota (+ 8) at Iowa
LSU at Tennessee (+ 12)
February 13
Michigan (+ 2) at Indiana
Big Sky Games
February 7
NAU (+6) at Grand Canyon
February 8
Utah State (+ 7) at Montana
February 10
Gonzaga at NAU (+6)
Idaho at Weber State (+ 12)
February 11
Montna at BSU (+6)
Montana State at ISU (+ 10)
Febraury
Montana
. Montana
Gonzaga
Idaho at

12
State at BSU (+ 7)
at ISU (+ 13)
at Weber State (+ 11)
NAU (*9)
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Weber. topples Boise 68-51
by Freddie Vincent-

Weber win was certainly appropriate for the reason that this is
the last year the 'Cats play in
the old gym.
Next season,
Weber will play in the new Dee
Special Events Center. Weber
not only broke the Bronco string
of victories, but dropped the
BSU team to 6-13 on the year
and put them in an impossible
spot for the playoffs.
The Wildcats jumped off to a
12-0 lead in the first half behind
the shooting of Bob Holgate.
Holgate scored five of the first
twelve points arid finished the
game with 15. The six-foot-fiveinch forward was supposed to
miss the game because of a hip
injury. Whether or not he really
had a hip injury, Holgate played
all but 2:37 of the contest.
Steve Connor and Kevin
Goetz missed some important
shots which hurt the Broncos in
the early going of the second

The thrill of victory and the
agony of defeat describes the
Broncos as a see-saw team.
Last year they were the Big Sky
Champions and this season has
been cluttered with mistake
after mistake.
The Broncos failed again to
control the ball on several key
"split-second" decisons, causing them to turnover the ball
and foul beyond the imagination.
However, it was a victorious
night for the Weber State
Wildcats as they trounced BSU
68-51. Weber State literally
shot the Broncos out of the gym
Thursday night with no problem
whatsoever.
Boise State had beaten the
Wildcats four straight times
previous" to the Thursday
contest in the old gym.
A

half, and the Wildcats put the
ball into the freeze.
Trent
Johnson hit a jumper with 15:00
left in the second period to pull
the Broncos to within three
points, 41-38. Then Weber put
the stall on to break the Bronco
momentum.
,
Weber scored six straight
points, four.on easy layups by
Jim Ericksen. That moved the
lead to nine with 8:44 remaining
in the game.
Boise State battled back to
within five points, 47-42, on two
straight
jumpers
by Steve
Connor with; 6:44 left. But then
Stan Mayhew put the icing on
the cake in the next three
minutes by hitting three field
goals and a free throw.
,
All of a sudden, as if the
Broncos had not been plagued
enough with problems, three
technical fouls were called on
the Broncos, two on Coach

Connor and' one on son Steve.
Mark Mattos stepped to the
line and hit three of five, shots
, and that decided the game.
Boise State was, charged with
25 fouls in the game while
Weber picked up only 10. Boise
only shot one free throw, in the
second half, and that" with three
seconds left in the contest. The
Wildcats received only 'one foul
in the first eighteen minutes -of
play in the secondhalf~
a
deciding factor when, combined
, with the stall employed by the
WSU bench.
'
Though the Broncos rallied in
the last half, the first' period
spelled the difference.
Boise
took four shots, missed them all,
and turned the ball over five
times in the early going." Ste~e
Connor hit just one of six shots
from the field, committed three
fouls, and was guilty of five
turnovers himself in the, first

, nine minutes ,of the .game. -.
, .-Stan -Mayhew led the', Wildcats in both scorin~ ,',and
rebounding, hitting 19·' points
and pulling down 16. boards.
Bob Holgate chipped in 15, and
Bruce Collins and Jim Ericksen
added 14 and 13, respectively.
Collins'backed u{iMayhew with
9 rebounds.
"For, the Broncos,
'St~ve
'Connori -Sean McKenna;" 'and
'Danny
Jones aIF-"soore'd" '10
, points. McKenna and Jones led
Boise with 11 and' 8' boards,
. respectively.
'TheBroncos
shot 31.S' per
, cent fromthe field, hittln~f24 of
64 attempts, while Weber hit on
26 of 55 for 47.3%. The line was
where thegamewas wonvwith
the Wildcats hitting 16 of 29 for
55.2%,
while theB/:,()Qcos
managed only 3 of. 5 for, 60
per cent.
Weber held the
rebound edge 40-34. '"

Kevin Goetz hit a phenomenal
11 of 14 from the floor and
scored 24 points to lead the BSU
attack. Steve Connor added 19,
while Trent Johnson and Danny
Jones chipped in 16 and 11,
respectively.'
Sean McKenna
contributed 11 boards to lead
the Broncos in that category.

For Northern Arizona,WilIard and Raymond· Tsingine led
the scoring with. 26 and, '18
points, while Jeff" Spencer' and
Mark Gosswiller c!Iipped in 17
and 12 points, respectively.
Dwight Boyles .led Lumberjack
rebounders with 7, and' Gosswiller contributed 6 boards.

c
by Benjamin Tucker
Those that live by the sword,
die by the sword. For the Boise
State Broncos, that could be
turned to: Those that live by the
close games, die by the close
games. Unlike last year, when
Boise entered the Big Sky
playoffs and then the NCAA
Sub-Regionals by hitting on last
second shots or rallying from
behind, this year's version of
Bronco basketball has seen the
exact opposite happen.
Saturday night in Flagstaff
was one of those heartbreakers.
Ahead by eight points with 2:14
left in the game, the Broncos
saw the Axers close to 82-80
with 1:10 left, and then watched
Willard Tsingine hit a seventeen
foot jump shot with two seconds
left to kill Boise's hopes of a
road victory, 86-85.
The last minute was a hectic
period.
Kevin Goetz, who
played another great game, hit
one of two free throws with 58
-seconds left to put Boise up
83-80. Twenty seconds later,
Raymond Tsingine pumped in
two charity tosses to cut the
margin to 83-82. Boise came
down the floor and Trent
, Johnson was fouled. Johnson
hit two from the line to put the
Broncos' back up by three,
85-82, with 31 seconds left.
NAU quickly brought the ball
down, and Dwight Boyles hit a
jump shot, and was fouled in the

process.
Boyles missed the
shot, and Johnson grabbed the
rebound with 19 seconds left,
and was fouled. As Johnson
stood at the free throw line,
NAU Coach John Birkett called
a timeout.
The strategy involved was
simple: make Johnson think
about the free throw coming up
in hopes
of rattling
his
concentration.
The strategy
worked. Johnson missed the
first charity
toss in the
one-and-one situation and NAU
grabbed the rebound.
The Axers charged down the
court and missed one shot plus a
tip-in attempt, the ball bounding out of play. The Broncos put
the ball in play with five seconds
left, but Trent Johnson crossed
the out of. bounds line trying to
pass the ball in against the
Lumberjack press. The violation gave Northern Arizona the ball with three seconds left.
Rattled, the Broncos allowed
Willard Tsingine to set up
behind a David Henson screen
for the final shot, which swished
through the net with two
seconds left. The NAU gym
exploded into exhaltation, and'
the Broncos stood stunned from
the loss.
The loss pushed Bofse's
record to 1-7 in conference play,
6-14 overall, all but eliminating
them from playoff competiton.
NAU raised their record to 3-5 in
BSAC play, and stayed in,
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:CHOW NOW DRIVE INN
1213 S. Orchard 1995 Broadway

contention for the playoffs.
The Broncos, although' they
lost, played perhaps their best
game of the year. Hitting on 35
of 52 shots from the field, for a
scorching 67.3%, and 15 of 23
(65.2%) from the charity stripe,
the Broncos also managed to
even the Axers in boards at 35.

Green, Johnson lead
Pizza Hut balloting.
Rickey Green of Michigan and
Marques Johnson oflUCLA have
emerged as voting leaders for
positions on the East and West
squads in the sixth annual Pizza
Hut Basketball Classic.
The
NCAA and NAIA-sanctioned
event will be played April 5 at
the Las Vegas Convention
Center.
Green was previously. second
to Indiana's Kent Benson in the
voting which began on December 1.
But, the Wolverine
scoring machine slipped past
the Hoosier center in recent
days.
In strong challenging
position to Green (40,752) and
Benson (39,943) are a pair oftop
Atlantic Coast Conference performers.
Olympians
Tate
Armstrong of Duke and Tom
LaGarde of North Carolina are
"less than 3,000 votes away from
the lead.
'
In the West, Johnson has
amassed 35,762 votes to move
'past early leader, Ray Williams
of Minnesota.' Two other top'
guards, playmaking Jeff Jonas
of Utah ,and national scoring
threat Otis Birdsong of Houston, continue to contest for the
lead.
Voting will conclude
on
March 8.
The top' eight
votegetters on each squad will
receive automatic invitations to
play in the contest. The other
two spots per team will be filled

by at-large selections. Coaches
will be Al McGuire of Marquette
and Gene Bartow of UCLA.
Voting leaders, by squad and
rank:

EAST
1. Rickey Green',' Michigan,
40,752; 2. Kent Benson, Indi[cont. on page
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This wee,k
the Big Sky ..
,

,~

Northern Arizona

Monday
at

Grand Canyon

Utah State

Tuesday
at

Montana

Gonzaga
Idaho

Thursday
at
at

Northern Arizona
, Weber State

Montana
Montana State

Friday
at
at '

Boise State
Idaho State

Montana State
Montana
Gonzaga
Idaho'

Saturday,
at
at
at
at

, Boise
Idaho
Weber
Weber

..

State
State
State

State

I

I
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Pacl6c-8
USF
Nevada-Reno
Santa Clara
Loyola-Marymount
Pepperdine
'
Seattle .
Portland
St. Mary's

Western'

Atletlc

8-0
4-2
3-3
3"4
2-4
2-38-10
1-3
1-5

j

(

r

I

6-10
8~11

6-1
5-2
5-2
4-3
3-4
3-4
1-6
1-6

16-4
16-3
16-7
12-7
11-8
9-8
9-11
9-11

18-2
14-6
13-9
15-5
13-7
9-10
6-13
5-14

17-2
16-1
14-5
11-8
12-5
12-10
6-13
6-15
7-11
6-13

'Southeastern

Intramural· Notes
Intramural

basketball

nt:r;ults TuCsday,
. Clickers 45
Feat 1
Sticker 52

5-0
5-1
3-1
2-3
2-3
1-3
1-4
0-4

12-4
13-4
8-7
5-12
3-14
3-13
4-11
1-14

10-0
9-1
8-2
5-4
4-6
3-7
3-7
3-7
3-7
1-8

Feh.I

Co-Ed Volleyball

Funkus20
B-219'
Screws 0 (forfeit)
Zaugerts38

Tuesday,

Feb.8

6:00 pm
Old Men vs. Sticker
Heroes vs. TKE

League A
1 - Jolly Bailers
2 - Kintanas
3 - Marauders
4 - Pope's Polacks'
5 - Supershorts
6 - TKE I
7 - White-Anglo-Ricans

7:00 pm
Clickers vs. Feat
BF&S vs. Rods

Conference

Tennessee
Kentucky
Alabama
Florida
Mississippi State
Louisiana State
Auburn
Mississippi
Vanderbilt
Georgia

Women's
basketball
will start
Wednesday,
February
9. Rosters are still being taken til
Tues., Feb. 8. We need teams
so all you girls get a roster in.

A-245

B-142
69'ers 1
.Gunners 58

Schedule

o

Heroes 44
Old Men 0 (forfeit)
TKE14

A-148
A-338

Columbia
Princeton
Pennsylvania
Cornell
Brown
Yale
Harvard
Dartmouth

I

10-1
7-1
8-2
6-4
4-4
4-6
3-7
3-8
2-7
2-9

6-1
5-2
5-2
4-3
4-3
1-5
1-5
1-6

Ivy League

Big Ten Conference
Michigan
Minnesota
Purdue
Indiana
Iowa
Illinois
Michigan State
Northwestern
Ohio State
Wisconsin

r

conference

UCLA
Oregon
Oregon State
.WashiJigton State
. Washington
Stanford '
California
Southern California

Conference

Utah
Arizona
New Mexico
Wyoming
UT-EI Paso
Colorado State
Arizona State
Brigham Young

"

23~0
12-7
11-8
10-9
10-7

16-3
16-2
17-2
12-5
12-7
10-9
9-8
9-10
7-11
7-11

(Wrestlers ......

)

Results
Jolly Bailers 15, 15
Kintamas won by forfeit
Pope's Polacks 17, 15
3&3 15, 15

8:00 pm
DT's vs. KE
Squad vs. UPS
9:00 pm
CeItics vs. Club
Gunners vs. 69'ers
Thursday,

Feb.

Schedule

10

7:00 pm
A-I vs. A-3
Funks vs, B-2

Brigham

9•.

'

.

Young 34, Boise State

ana, 39,493; 3. Tate Armstrong,
Duke, 38,583; 4. Tom LaGarde,
North Carolina, 38;176; 5. Mike
Glenn, Southern Illinois, 35,802;
6. Bo Ellis, Marquette,
35,669;
7. Skip Brown, Wake Forest,
35,076;
8.' Bruce Parkinson,
Purdue, 33,545; 9. Ernie Grunfeld, Tennessee,.
31,650;
10.

. -j

!

Wayne Golden, UT-Chattanooga, 30,897; 11. Steve Grote,
Michigan,
30,544;
12. Toby
Knight, Notre Dame, 30,460;
13. ' Tree' Rollins,
Clemson,
30,181; 14. Billy McKinney,
Northwestern,
29,565; 15. Steve
Sheppard, Maryland, 29,506.
WEST
1. Marques
Johnson,
UCLA,
35,762; 2. Ray Williams, Minn-

White-Anglo-Ricans

3,8

over TKE I
Supershorts 15, H
Bumpers 6, 8
Monday,

Feb. 7

8:00 pm

8:00 pm3&3 vs. Vo-Tech
Maggot Melons vs, Net Knockers

A-2 vs. B-2

9:00 pm
Celtics vs. Zaugerts

177- Hansen (BYU) pin Matthews, 3rd.
190- S. Needs (BSU) drew R.
Needs, 6-6.
Hwt- Peterson
(BYU) dec.
Moulton, 2-1.

Pizza Hut balloting ...
[cont. from page 22]

Jan. 31

Monday,

7:00 pm
TKE II vs. White-Anglo-Ricans
Bumpers vs. TKE II

Screws vs. Club
118- Hartley
(BYU) dec. H.
Cedillo, 4-2.
126- Orme (BYU) dec. Madsen,
6-4.
134- Fehlberg
(BYU) dec. R.
Cedillo, 9-6.
142- Prete (BYU) -drew Brady
7-7.
150- Mecham
(BYU)
dec.
Styron, 9-4.
158- Watson (BSU) dec. Hansen, 19-7.
167- Patch (BYU) dec. Grasso,
9-4.
.

League B
1 - Bumpers
2 - Maggot Melons
3 - Net knockers
4 - 3&3
5 - TKE II
5 - Vo-Tech

6:00 pm
Kintamas vs. Marauders
Jolly Bailers vs. Supershorts

[cont. from page 20]

134- Johnson
(PS)
pin
R.
Cedillo, 2nd.
142- Mathies (PS) pin Brady,
3rd.
ISO-Bolen (PS) dec. Styron, 4-1.
158- Watson (BSU) dec. Hulin,
7-3.
167- Grasso (BSU) dec. Lucas,
7-2.
177- Matthews
(BSU) dec.
Williamson, 6-0.
190- .Needs (BSU) dec. Bryan,
8-0.
.
Hwt- Wainer (PS) pin Moulton,
1st:·
.
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esota, 34,803; 3. Jeff Jonas,
Utah, 33,325; 4. Otis Birdsong,
Houston, 32,251; 5. Kim Anderson,
Missouri,
31,528;
6.
Anthony Roberts, Oral Roberts,
31,079; 7: Eddie Owens, Nevada-Las Vegas, 29,803; 8. Bruce
King, Iowa, 28,040; 9. Kerry
Rupp,
Southern
Utah State,
28,017; 10. Marv Safford, USC,
28,002;
11. Jay
Cheesman,
Brigham
Young, 26,983;
12.
Bob Elliott, Arizona, 26,749; 13 .
Weasel Johnson,
North Texas
State, '25,887; 14. Bob Elmore,
Wichita State, 25,884; 15. Greg
Ballard,
Oregon,
25,403;
16.
Jim Ericksen,
Weber
State,
23,718; 30. Bob Holgate, Weber
State, 16,511; 34. Steve Hayes,
Idaho State, 15,464.

BLUE JEANS
TRADE-IN-SALE

Every pair of blue jeans in stock
BRING IN YOUR OLD BLUEJEANS and trade
them in on' "any" 1st quality new pair of blue
jeans we carry-jeans, cords, pre-woshod

11:"//1

YOUR OLD PAIR OF
BLUE JEANS ARE WORTH
IN TRADE•••••••••••••••••••

$

We don't care what shape your pants are in,
..
but they must be laundered. Remember, only '1(·.•••••..
1
one pair may be traded in on each new pa~r

$~
WBrOWSeVille
The Fun Spot YO Shop
30th & FAIRVIEW, BOISE

IT,.·.·· ..., ;.'

Offer Good Thru Feb.'7=7~"'1
OPEN 8:30
TO 5:30
MON.-SAT.

344-3539

I-I
,BAHKAMERICARD

I

.K=-;

•

worth of prizes
$90 gift certificate from
Your Campus Store &
$10 credit from
Outdoor Activities

-

NATIONAL ARMBITER COVER CONTEST
Full-time or part-time students are eligible:
1. SIZE: design to fit 7V2 inChesby 9V2 inches,
vertical with border entire size must be 8 inches
by 10 inches.
2. COLOR:
full color (any media such
illustration, photo, paint, etc.) border must be
any color other than black or white.
3. LETTERING: must say THE NATIONAL
ARMSITER in Profile style (Chartpak brand)
this must be placed at the t8p of the design.
April 1, 1977 -- must also' be included.
Vol. ll, Issue 2
'
4. THEME:
relating to campus; buildlnqs,
people, etc.
Armbiter -like character must be somewhere on
the cover.

I'

·
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